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Summary of findings 
The report considers two types of potential impact on the Historic Environment within the 
development footprint and the surrounding area. The first is the direct impacts which would be 
physically caused on any recorded archaeology or previously unrecorded features within the 
development footprint. The second is the indirect impacts, particularly the degree of visual 
change, which would be caused on important archaeological sites and historic buildings contained 
within the surrounding landscape.  

Direct impacts 

There are no substantive archaeological concerns for the direct impacts of this proposal. No 
previously recorded archaeological features exist within the construction footprint. Onsite surveys 
discovered almost nothing of interest and suggest that the probability of construction work 
encountering buried sites or deposits is minimal, despite the lengthy stretches of ground involved.  

The only exceptions are some further elements of a recently discovered post-medieval crofting 
complex near the NW end of the offsite interconnector cable route as it descends towards 
Fasnakyle in Strathglass. The proposed mitigation of individual exclusion zones for each element 
during construction activities and plant transit should be compatible with the project’s needs. If 
acceptance is confirmed by the intending developer, then no further mitigation is proposed.  

A provisional recommendation is made about a derelict and modified farmyard cottage within the 
Corrimony farm complex. This is sited at a pinchpoint on the access route for turbine transport 
where the margin for error in the necessary clearance for manoeuvre between buildings is 
minimal. While it is noted that the project team feels that this pinchpoint can be successfully 
negotiated without modification or damage to the cottage, a concern is registered that if this 
proves to be wrong when tested in practice, a basic standing building survey is made to record its 
state before any such change is caused or made. However it is not felt that the retention of the 
cottage is a priority, simply the need to record information about its characteristics and 
architecture before these attributes could be irretrievably lost. 

Indirect impacts  

There are no Historic Environment sites which would receive shadow flicker or noise impacts, and 
no statutorily designated sites or monuments where visual impact would be caused from the 
turbines. This highly unusual result for a Scottish windfarm enables this proposal to avoid the 
problems usually encountered when confirming indirect impacts, and is explained by a 
combination of precise project design and a topography of upland plateaux and ridges concealing 
the windfarm from the valley floors which contain the local distribution of these protected sites. 

Conclusion 
The overall verdict is that the direct and indirect impacts on the Historic Environment from the 
proposed Glenurquhart & Strathglass windfarm development are minimal, and therefore the 
proposal is fully compatible with the Historic Environment obligations within the planning process. 
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0.0 Location maps 

 

 
[The cable route is not shown here, but would run NNW from T3 to Strathglass and a connection to the 
National Grid at Fasnakyle, near the top of the second map; its route is shown on the map in Section 8.8.] 

1.0 Report format 
This independent assessment considers the direct and indirect archaeological implications of a 
proposed 5-turbine windfarm on the northeast shoulder of Sliabh an Ruighe Dhuibh, a minor 
upland ridge in the upper reaches of the Corrimony valley of the River Enrick, about 24 miles or 
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38km SW of Inverness in the Highland parish of Urquhart & Glenmoriston. The report follows a 
sequence of hierarchical numbered sections; each major component has its own section, which 
may contain numbered sub-sections as appropriate. Section 2 gives a brief description of the 
main project elements and a topographical summary of the landscape. Section 3 defines the main 
target audiences for this report and how their respective needs inter-relate. This is followed by 
statements of the objectives and archaeological scope of the report (Section 4) and the 
methodology and sources used for the preliminary desk-based research (Section 5). Section 6 
investigates whether there are previously recorded archaeological sites or discoveries from this 
upper portion of the Corrimony valley and its immediate environs; this produced a nil return for the 
main development footprint, although a recently recorded post-medieval settlement complex was 
noted near the NW terminal of the lengthy offsite cable route.  

Section 7 describes the objectives and methodology of the field survey of the development 
footprint and the 4.1mile/6.5km cable route. Section 8 relates the results of the field survey to the 
direct impacts from the various construction elements. No significant previously unrecorded 
archaeological sites or features were identified within the main construction footprint or within the 
majority of the cable route; however three additional components of the recently recorded post-
medieval settlement complex were identified near the NW terminal of the cable route. This was 
the only observed feature anywhere in the development footprint and cable route, and there are 
no indications that buried features without surface indications would still exist elsewhere due to a 
very thin topsoil skin over bedrock in the majority of the survey area and agricultural improvement 
and/or intensive modern forestry activities in the remainder. No other factor suggests that any 
mitigation is required for the ground and features within the footprint. In the normal course of 
events the post-medieval complex can be judiciously avoided by the cable insertion but to ensure 
its safety a 5m exclusion zone for any activity or plant transit is recommended, and this has been 
recognised by the windfarm designer and the intending developer. In all other respects, the 
proposed development raises no grounds for actual or precautionary archaeological concern and 
this report recommends no further archaeological role for this development proposal.  

Section 9 covers the various aspects of assessing indirect impacts from this proposal on the 
statutorily protected historic environment sites within the surrounding area, with a particular 
emphasis on Visual Impact (VI). Section 10 defines the processes used for identifying potentially 
affected sites and categories, and then progressively sifts the identified sites against Zone of 
Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) software and the results of field visits to remove those examples which 
would be screened by firstly topography and then by other above-ground landscape elements. 
The end result of these sifts is a nil return, as the investigations for this assessment showed that 
the topography of high plateaux and deep narrow valleys prevents any designated sites within 
conventional distances of prominence receiving VI, apart from a cluster of sites at the north end of 
the Corrimony valley where it feeds into Glen Urquhart. These are comprehensively tree-
screened, so avoid any actual VI. 

Section 11 provides some additional information from local sources and field observation about a 
number of previously recorded but undesignated sites in and around the Corrimony settlement at 
the northern end of the valley. These sites will be unaffected by any element of the proposed 
development but their current database references are very scanty and the additional information 
enables a better perspective on events in Corrimony from prehistory to the present. Sections 12-
14 complete the report by covering further reporting, acknowledgements, and a bibliography. 

2.0 Project details, location & landscape summary 
The proposed windfarm site lies on the northeast shoulder plateau of Sliabh an Ruighe Dhuibh, a 
minor upland ridge in the upper reaches of the Corrimony valley, about 24 miles or 38km SW of 
Inverness. The straightline distance from the end of the minor public road entering the northern 
mouth of the valley from Glen Urquhart to the turbine plateau is about 6km. The windfarm would 
contain five wind turbines, with turbines 1, 2 & 5 in a single linear formation running NNE to SSW 
for c0.7km, and turbines 3 & 4 each c0.3km to the northwest of this array. The five proposed 
turbines have a tower/hub height of 65m and a blade radius of 35m, giving a total height from 
ground to vertical blade tip of 100m. The turbine NGRs and altitudes OD are:  

 T1 NH 34935/24871, alt 439m,  
 T2 NH 34667/24620, alt 460m, 
 T3 NH 34600/24964, alt 448m, 
 T4 NH 34332/24744, alt 444m, and 
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 T5 NH 34392/24387, alt 459m.  
The proposal includes all the usual components of a windfarm such as an access track,  
switchgear buildings and other ancillaries for a development of this type. Two particular design 
features are highlighted for their effect on the relative sizes of the archaeological assessment 
tasks in this report. The first is the adoption of substantial portions of current forestry and former 
estate stretches of track within the windfarm access strategies. Of the approximate 14.6km total 
length of required track on and offsite, c10.4km or 71% would use existing consolidated track with 
no groundbreaking required. The other characteristic is the proposed offsite interconnector cable 
route from the turbines to Fasnakyle in Strathglass, which would run overland for c6.5km. 

With a general altitude of 450m, the turbine plateau is a glacially-shaped area of high level terrain 
with a thin skin of moorland vegetation covering bedrock formations. The majority of the new track 
construction will be contained within the upper reaches of the Corrimony valley, within similarly 
glacially-formed terrain and open vegetation; the only major portions of newbuild track would be a 
short stretch of intermediate track on a new course at about 300m OD in the mid-valley area close 
to the apparent upper limit of previous settlement on the valley, and a portion of track at the valley 
mouth required for turbine transport, but not otherwise used. 

The majority of the cable track route is contained within upland plateau areas at over 300m OD 
which are equally devoid of any evidence of human activity apart from comparatively modern 
forestry plantations. Only its final descent into the steep-sided Strathglass valley encounters 
terrain which has been consistently settled and exploited by past and present communities.  

3.0 Target audiences for this report  
This report has four main or priority audiences, as described below, and aims to satisfy the 
various requirements which each audience will use in reaching their respective conclusions about 
the archaeological implications of the project proposal. 

The planning authority 

The planning authority is defined here as the organisation who will take the decision on whether 
the planning application will receive consent, thereby allowing the project to go ahead. In the first 
instance this will be the Planning Department and/or councillors of Highland Council (HC). It is 
assumed that the planning authority will wish to have the full range of relevant information, 
comment and analysis from within the scope of this report to enable a planning decision which is 
as fully informed as possible. The planning authority is therefore the ultimate audience of this 
report, both as the decision-maker, and as an audience whose needs are broader in some 
respects than the defined responsibilities of some of the other audiences defined below. 

The developer and the project designer 

Lindsay Girvan, a partner in Girvan Enterprise which is the intending developer, lives on and runs 
the farm of Corrimony within the landscape which would contain the proposed turbines and 
ancillary features and within the community on which its closest impacts might be felt. Orkney 
Sustainable Energy Ltd, as the project designer, aims to create designs which make a significant 
contribution to improving the lives and livelihoods of a range of people, and which assist in 
sustaining communities as well as the environment. Both parties therefore hope that this 
independent assessment will produce results which are compatible with their environmental 
objectives. It will also become a publicly available document for use within the local community to 
demonstrate that the appropriate levels and depth of investigations into the proposal’s impact on 
the historic environment have been objectively undertaken. The developer and the project 
designer are therefore the most immediate audiences for this report, and it would be used for a 
number of purposes as the project design, consultation and submission develops momentum. 

The local community 

With any large scale development, the local community is likely to be interested in how the 
proposal might affect their quality of life. As this report will be one component of the documents 
released during the planning process, the community becomes a potential audience. In general 
terms, the community does not have a specific role or responsibility within such consideration, nor 
a defined set of criteria or values which they might use in absorbing this report and its findings. As 
a result the community is not seen as an audience for whom this report can be deliberately 
designed. Because the proposal is unlikely to be controversial in its potential impact on the 
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Historic Environment, no direct steps to anticipate community needs have been incorporated, 
although an emphasis has been made on clear descriptions and explanations of terms, concepts 
and rationales for those who may not be familiar with the processes behind this type of report.  

Historic Scotland and Highlands Council archaeological interests  

Although they are given a shared sub-heading, these are two distinct main audiences who have 
defined responsibilities within the planning process. These responsibilities are defined under 
Scottish law and by a number of Scottish Government policy guidance and planning advice notes; 
these also define responsibilities for other parts of the Scottish Government, although the scope 
and remit of this report do not carry significant information for this wider involvement. 

Both HS and HC archaeological and built heritage interests will comment directly to the planning 
authority on the impact of the development proposal within their responsibilities; this report 
therefore aims to provide them with as much information as will be useful for their deliberations, 
with particular attention paid to a relevant identification and selection of historic environment sites 
and locations, the use of appropriate methodologies to assess the potential impacts of the 
proposal, and an objective analysis and presentation of the assessment results. If this is 
successful, it might enable a high degree of agreement between the conclusions of this report and 
the comments which HS and HC archaeological and built heritage interests would subsequently 
provide to the planning authority. The specified responsibilities for the components of the Historic 
Environment relevant to this proposal are shown below.  
Site and monument categories and protective responsibilities in planning applications  
Category Historic Scotland Local Authority 
Archaeological 
monuments  SAMs All others 

Historic buildings LB Category A LB Categories B & C(S) 

Heritage Visitor 
Attractions  

Not defined; HS manage PICs, which will 
all be either SAMs and/or LBs (Category 
A), so there is an implicit responsibility for 
some sites 

Not defined, but may fall within the 
responsibility for non-SAM 
archaeological sites or for LB 
Categories B & C(S) 

Notes:  
1] Abbreviations are: Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs), Listed Buildings (LBs), Historic Scotland 
Properties In Care (PICs), HS (Historic Scotland). 
2] Only LBs are formally defined within a hierarchical level of significance: 
Category A Buildings of national or international importance, either architectural or historic, or fine little-
altered examples of some particular period, style or building type. 
Category B Buildings of regional or more than local importance, or major examples of some particular 
period, style or building type which may have been altered. 
Category C(S) Buildings of local importance, lesser examples of any period, style, or building type, as 
originally constructed or altered; and simple, traditional buildings which group well with others in categories A 
and B or are part of a planned group such as an estate or an industrial complex. 
(from Scotland’s Listed Buildings: A Guide for Owners and Occupiers; undated, issued by HS about 1999). 

The numbers of protected sites in Scotland within each category are about 800 SAMs, 45,000 
LBs (across all categories) and 345 HS PICs.  

4.0 Objectives and archaeological scope 
4.1 Objectives 
There are four objectives for this assessment: 

 to locate and confirm by walkover survey any known archaeological sites, to identify any 
visible but previously unrecorded sites or features, and to anticipate the potential for other 
unknown sites within the windfarm development area and its environs, 

 to assess the potential for direct impacts from the development on these sites,  
 to identify measures to mitigate any adverse impacts and/or areas where further 

evaluation may be required, and 
 to assess the potential for indirect impacts from the development on any statutorily 

protected sites and groups outside the windfarm development area but within the 
surrounding landscape. 

No excavation or other intrusive exploration of any archaeological features was included. 
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4.2 Archaeological scope  
The archaeological and historic environment issues are tackled under two approaches within the 
broader context outlined in the preceding section. This involves separating the likely impacts into 
direct and indirect agents of change; as a result of discussions with other archaeologists involved 
in EIA work, it has become clear that these terms are used in a number of different ways, and to 
avoid any confusion some clarification is given here. 

Direct impacts are defined as those where irreversible change could or would be caused to 
physical archaeological or historic features and deposits. In practice this is likely to be limited to 
the development footprint for this project, and its main thrust is whether the excavations and other 
ground disturbance might affect any archaeology by damage or removal. This is extended to the 
environs of the footprint to include other construction factors where plant transit, material 
stockpiling and other processes might cause comparable destructive changes. 

Indirect impacts are defined as those where any changes or impacts do not physically change 
any archaeological or historic features and deposits. In practice this is likely to consist of changes 
which are ultimately reversible and which only come into play on sites and features which lie 
further outside the development footprint; the main attributes for this report are visual intrusion, 
noise and shadow flicker.  

This use of direct and indirect is intended to be clearly understood as a defining device for the 
nature of potential changes, but does not include any consequential element used by other EIA 
conventions or techniques; for example the idea that the direct impact of a major road 
development on a nearby house might be a high level of noise and vibration, with an indirect 
chain of consequences being the house is likely to become uninhabitable, abandoned and then 
derelict. While many findings within this report are designed to open up consequential discussion, 
this lies outside the definitions of directness for identifying the initial nature of changes. 

4.2.1 Direct or physical impact on archaeological remains 

The range of construction activities which are identified in this assessment for their potential to 
cause direct impact includes the following elements where ground-breaking work is likely:  

 each of the 5 turbine sites,  
 permanent access road construction, and any one-off or temporary access needed for 

turbine and plant movement,  
 stone and aggregate supply, including borrow pits, 
 onsite cabling and generator/switchgear buildings, 
 offsite cabling and inter-connector routes from the switchgear building to the National 

Grid, either by overhead pylons or poles or more probably by underground cabling, 
 an on-site works compound area. 

The impacts can be reduced if the project design incorporates areas of already disturbed or 
developed ground to lessen the degree of archaeological concern.  

4.2.2 Indirect impact on nationally important archaeological and historic environment sites 
in the surrounding area 

The key element of this component of the assessment is to illustrate and assess the visual impact 
which the turbines would cause on the statutorily protected archaeological and historic 
environment sites within the surrounding area.  

4.3 Previous project scoping request and consultee responses 
In December 2007, Girvan Enterprise submitted a scoping opinion request to Highland Council for 
responses from HC and other statutory consultees. This received two responses within the remit 
of this assessment: 

 an overarching response from Gordon Mooney (HC Development Management, dated 
01:02:08, ref IN-07/GM/CC) which covered all HC interests. This included (on pages 5-6 
of 8) a series of recommended procedures for assessing impacts on the Cultural Heritage 
of the area, and identifying a contact within HC Archaeological Unit. These procedures 
have been incorporated into the methods of this assessment exercise and report, and the 
contact with HCAU pursued with Kirstie Cameron; these discussions did not suggest 
specific initial concerns for the impact of the proposed development, and were very useful 
with Kirstie providing some locally relevant “grey literature” survey reports. 
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 a response from William Kidd of the Historic Scotland (HS) Development Assessment 
Team (ref AMN/16/H, dated 23:01:08), which again outlined their recommended 
procedures and guidance material for the assessment process. Although only one 
specific site was mentioned as a source of potential concern (the SAM and HS PIC cairn 
of Corrimony), a general need to investigate all relevant historic environment sites which 
could be directly or indirectly impacted was registered. 

This assessment has absorbed the recommendations of each response within its methodology 
and coverage, and its results are regarded as compatible with the needs of these respondents.  

5.0 Methodology - desk-based  
The following information resources were used for the desk-based assessment: 

 the National Monuments Record of Scotland (NMRS), compiled by the Royal Commission 
of Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS), and accessed through the 
on-line CANMORE database (www.rcahms.gov.uk)  

 the PASTMAP on-line database of sites and monuments with statutory protection, also 
compiled by RCAHMS and accessed at www.rcahms.gov.uk 

 maps, with particular emphasis on the Ordnance Survey 1:10560 County Series first 
edition of 1876 (accessed at www.old-maps.co.uk), and the current OS 1:25000 Explorer 
series maps of the area (nos. 415 for Glen Affric & Glen Moriston, and 416 for Inverness, 
Loch Ness & Culloden), and other old maps retrieved from the National Library of 
Scotland (accessed at www.nls.uk/digitallibrary/map).  

In addition the Highland Council Sites & Monuments Record (SMR) and Historic Environment 
Record (HER) databases were fully consulted. These are compiled by Highland Council 
Archaeology Unit and accessible at HCAU offices in Inverness; both databases are also partially 
accessible online through different portals. The investigation started when the SMR was still 
current both for HCAU access and online, and continued through the period when it was replaced 
by the HER database, again both for HCAU access and after its online launch in August 2008. As 
the HER absorbed the contents of the SMR, this double investigation should have provided a 
comprehensive trawl; despite some cross-referencing problems when matching SMR sites from 
the first investigation to the subsequent HER site identifiers, there were no anomalies nor reason 
to suspect anything was missed.  

HCAU’s aerial photo collection was also investigated from the flight patterns depicted on the HER, 
but produced no hits for actual photos in the HCAU collection. No investigation was made of the 
resources in the Highland Archive as this would only have duplicated the nil return from a 
previous investigation of the middle part of the River Enrick valley, which found that the valuation 
rolls and census returns in the archive were impossible to use in the absence of recorded 
placenames anywhere beyond the lower northern part of the valley (Dagg 2000, p2). 

6.0 Results 
6.1 Database records 
Database investigations for this assessment covered NMRS through the CANMORE and 
Pastmap online databases at www.rcahms.gov.uk and the Highland SMR and HER databases 
accessible at HCAU in Inverness. The map below shows the Corrimony valley in the central left 
portion and is taken from one of the Pastmap searches as the best general illustration of the 
distribution pattern of recorded sites within the local landscape.  
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Key: Green dots represent SMR entries and will overlie all other depicted database dots; the various shades 
of blue dots are NMRS entries, which almost entirely duplicate the SMR entries, although there may be slight 
differences in the positions as mapped. Red fringes behind green dots show SAMs and pink fringes show 
LBs. Because the green dots swamp the others they are the best indication of the overall site distribution and 
density, but rely on the other dots for any differentiation of category. The map does not capture the extent of 
some more recent survey areas, which are illustrated on the HER database. 

The general picture shows sites limited to the valleys where they are often tightly concentrated, 
with very little recorded on the upland plateaux. The linear cluster along Strathglass (running SW 
from about 9 o’clock on the HS logo) is a particularly clear illustration of this contrast. In more 
detail the Corrimony valley of the River Enrick emerges from about 7 o’clock of the logo in a SW 
direction, with a fair cluster of sites in the valley’s northern mouth, which diminishes rapidly by the 
midvalley. The single green dot at the River Enrick junction covers the bothy complex which is 
discussed below, but otherwise the upper valley and the cable route are clear. Other high level 
green dot sites are usually Victorian and later features from sporting estates or sheiling sites. 

It would be easy and initially attractive to provide a simplistic conclusion that the upland areas are 
therefore devoid of any significant archaeological activity. This is probably close to the truth, with 
altitude, exposure and remoteness being key limitations of the degree to which the landscape can 
be settled and used, but a skewing factor should be acknowledged. The argument is that these 
areas may be blank for recorded sites because no-one has ever been up there to look, so the 
actual situation is unknown rather than demonstrably empty. One of the purposes of this 
assessment will be to establish whether this apparent emptiness is a true reflection. 

Given that the windfarm would lie in the upper valley with relatively little effect on the lower valley 
as the existing tracks would be used without substantial modification for the windfarm access, no 
further analysis will be given at this point in the discussion of the lower and mid valley clusters, 
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which contain significant prehistoric monuments and post-medieval farming and estate buildings. 
The HER database, which replaces the SMR with improved search capabilities and an increased 
scope of coverage, only became accessible after the desk-based research was largely complete, 
but provided valuable indications that the mid-Corrimony valley had been area-surveyed twice in 
the last few years for the RSPB (Kenworthy 2000) and a Woodland Grant Scheme proposal 
(Dagg 2000). These did not extend into the upper valley, but gave a useful context that 
identifiable remains in the mid-valley were essentially minor in nature, with isolated evidence of 
small sites from both prehistoric and post-medieval periods whose character and isolated 
distributions strongly suggest that this was the upper limit of valley use over several millennia. 
The degree to which these sites were identifiable and diagnosable, despite often only surviving as 
fractional basal portions, was encouraging for the chances of any further archaeological presence 
being recognisable during the field surveys for this assessment. Selected results from the 
Kenworthy and Dagg surveys will be introduced into this report where relevant. 

The bothy complex shown by the isolated green dot in the Pastmap extract is the focal point for 
the mid-valley in today’s situation and is a key reference point for both this discussion and an 
intermediate stretch of the access track route. This involves a completely newbuild stretch of 
c350m and is known as the “bothy bypass”, detailed in Section 8.2.2 below. The bothy is currently 
an isolated tin-roofed cottage on the river bank at NH 35826/26835 alt 287m, sheltered by a 
copse of fir trees on an overlooking glacial bank and clearly marked by OS, though is alongside 
and not within the copse as OS depicts. It matches a recorded farmstead of 3 unroofed buildings 
and a large enclosure on the 1876 1st edition OS 6-inch map (also NMRS: NH32NE10, HER: 
MHG22970, SMR: NH32NE0011 and site no.1 in Dagg’s 2000 survey) and appears to be a rebuilt 
remnant for estate use of a pre-clearance farming complex which existed at the uppermost limit in 
the valley of ground capable of supporting crofting activities. Lindsay Girvan, the landowner and a 
partner in Girvan Enterprise as the intending developer, stated that a date of 1878 is carved on 
some internal woodwork, which may date its (re)construction and explain the unroofed state 
depicted in 1876; the presence of a now abandoned track from the Guisachan estate to a point 
close by (see cable route Stretch 2 discussion in Section 8.8.1) suggests it was a significant 
feature of the Corrimony estate shooting/fishing era. There is no evidence either from record or as 
observed of residential structures from any historic or earlier period beyond this complex; the only 
other features apparent seem to be related to the estate’s sporting use in the Victorian and later 
periods and comprise a sporting lodge on Loch ma Stac, the remainder of its access track and 
some now removed intermediate bothy huts.  

The offsite interconnector cable route produced a completely nil return until the final descent into 
Strathglass, which passes close to a survey area within an existing forestry plantation at Kerrow 
(Wildgoose & Birch 2004); this showed a fair distribution of prehistoric and historic period sites, 
suggesting that this portion of the cable route could encounter similar levels of activity. This part 
of the cable route also crossed a strip which had been surveyed more recently by GUARD for the 
proposed Beauly to Denny 400kV Overhead Transmission Line. Efforts to gain formal access to 
the Environmental Statement for this report were eventually successful (SHETL/SPTL 2005), and 
the perseverance of Alan Leslie (GUARD) in securing this is gratefully acknowledged. The 
outcome was the early anticipation of five previously unrecorded features found by GUARD; these 
were then visited for this report and some additional sites and features of this post-medieval 
crofting complex were identified, as described in Section 8.8.2.  

Investigation of old maps revealed nothing significant in and around the development footprint. 
The OS 1st edition of 1876 at 1:10560 scale shows nothing apart from featureless moorland 
around the relevant high level ridges and valleys from upper Corrimony and through on the cable 
route to Strathglass. This omission includes the upper portion of the Corrimony estate path which 
would be reused as the basis of much of the windfarm access route. 

6.2 Discussion 
The results are very much what might be expected for a mountain Highland valley, even one with 
a nationally significant prehistoric monument near its mouth. From prehistoric periods right to the 
present day, rural settlement relies on the availability of a number of local environmental attributes 
to be successful, with generic themes of accessibility, fertile soil, running water and a degree of 
shelter being applicable. It is very unusual to find these attributes within the Highlands above 
300m OD; in most cases the 200-250m contours are the practical limits. 
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Two past phases can stretch this to some extent. The first is a period in the Neolithic and Early 
Bronze Age periods (c3500-2000BC), when the climate was 2-3°C warmer than today and 
settlement was able to colonise hillsides until a subsequent climatic deterioration caused their 
abandonment and the start of peat formation which has continued ever since. The second phase 
was a minor and briefer climatic warming in the 1700s followed by the infamous clearances. 
Some short-lived upland settlement creep during the warmer century or so has been noted in 
various parts of the Highlands, with the subsequent clearances forcing displaced crofters to try to 
survive in very marginal and artificially removed conditions.  

Both these scenarios seem to have affected the Corrimony valley; several prehistoric settlements 
and field systems are recorded on the hillsides of the valley mouth on both sides of Glen Urquhart 
up to the 250m contour. Within the valley, there seems little surviving evidence beyond the lower 
valley, with the hut circle and possible cairn and structure around NH 3660/2848 (NMRS 
NH32NE3 and Structure 1 in Section 5 of Kenworthy 2000) at about 290m OD probably showing 
the absolute limit of how far prehistoric settlement penetrated southwards into the valley. Moving 
forward a few millennia, Corrimony is not mentioned in contemporary clearance accounts, though 
Dagg suggests a high likelihood of such events, with four farmstead sites in the mid-valley, and 
much identified clearance from nearby valley estates such as Guisachan, Strathglass and 
Strathfarrar. The lack of recorded names in the Corrimony valley may point to the farmsteads 
being early clearance victims (Dagg 2000, p2). The pre-bothy farmstead complex at this location 
falls neatly into this scenario – its altitude is unusually high at 300m, but it looks as if the alluvial 
fan where two mountain streams join created a spread of cultivable soil to allow a reasonable 
degree of crofting for a short period. It is impossible to specify whether this ended when the brief 
warming of the 1700s returned to normal or as a result of forced clearance, or even whether 
displaced crofters tried desperately to farm this part of the valley and ultimately failed. Only a 
systematic excavation of the pre-bothy farmstead complex could solve these permutations. 

The final ingredient also runs much as would be anticipated. The use of the valley as a Victorian 
sporting estate for fishing and as a grouse and deer moor led to major track creation for easy 
access to its full extent and to interconnect with at least one neighbouring estate, and the above 
redevelopment of one farmstead for a new bothy function.   

The subsequent fieldwork included visits to several of these recorded sites, and with additional 
locally supplied “soft” information, a general chronology of the prehistory and history of the valley 
was assembled to provide a backcloth. This is summarised in Section 11.4. 

7.0 Methodology - field survey 
The main site visit and walkover survey of the development area and the immediate surroundings 
was made in July 2008, with further visits in October 2008 and September 2009 covering 
subsequent evolutions of the project design. Any identified archaeological features were located 
in relation to site plans provided by OSEL. Their locations, along with other reference sites for 
visual impact assessment, were confirmed by hand-held GPS and recorded by written description 
and digital photography. Weather conditions were mainly dry but overcast so that, while visibility 
was good, many photos are dull and/or dark. Ground conditions were fairly dry on the first and 
third visits but rather wetter on the second occasion; however all parts of the walkover were fully 
accessible. The summer growth of ground vegetation had started but not yet progressed 
significantly above ankle height for the grasses, mosses and heather for most of the route; only 
the final part of stretch 6 of the cable route was affected by any sustained bracken growth; this 
was still present in October 2008 but had begun to die back. Most walkovers were accompanied 
by Lindsay Girvan, the landowner and a partner in Girvan Enterprise as the intending developer; 
this allowed a great deal of “soft” information to be incorporated into the analyses, particularly for 
the detail of the various land management regimes of the last 50 or so years and their likely 
effects on the particular stretches of terrain. Walkover locations were recorded in three 
dimensions by a hand-held Garmin eTrex GPS unit, giving 5-figure grid co-ordinates and altitude 
readings to a precision as quoted in this report to within 1m. The GPS readings were 
subsequently confirmed against NGRs and altitude data from GIS software, and where 
appropriate against previously recorded NGRs in the relevant NMRS, HER and SMR records. 

The walkover discussion contains a number of elements which can be described as probability 
assessment or risk management, with the key themes being identification of the known and 
anticipation of the unknown. The intention is to minimise any possibility that the groundbreaking 
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work during construction reveals unexpected archaeological features, a scenario which would 
entail operational delays and expense while they are treated and/or the destruction of the features 
in an undesirably rushed fashion. The walkover process is intended to answer these concerns. Its 
first objective is to locate any previously known sites, both as ground features and secure NGRs, 
to correlate previous descriptions with their currently observable characteristics (eg size, extent, 
components, any diagnosis of period and purpose) and to specify any mitigation measures which 
may be appropriate to balance the needs of the construction project with the desire to preserve 
these remains in as intact and undamaged a state as possible. A common example of this 
balance is to define exclusion zones for all activity in and around each archaeological site; this 
would normally include a prohibition for plant transit as well as ground-breaking work. 

The second objective is largely visually derived and is designed to answer the question of 
whether anything of archaeological interest can be seen in the terrain, and if so what it might be 
and how far might it extend. The clearest examples would be upstanding features, particularly 
walls, building bases or banks, which create changes in profile of the ground surface as “lumps 
and bumps”. Excavated features such as ditches or hollows also provide a change in profile, and 
other clues can be found in vegetation changes or eroded exposures in stream banks or peat 
hags. All these scenarios and many others can be summarised as looking for anything different 
from its surroundings and then investigating whether the difference is archaeologically caused or 
determined by other, usually natural, processes. A significant issue is the extent of vegetation 
cover and growth; if this exceeds 1.0-1.5m in height, it causes severe problems for visual 
recognition beyond the actual walked path. Intensive scrub woodland is often visually 
impenetrable, so any archaeological content is only apparent when physically encountered by the 
walkover; conversely mature forestry is often clear of ground-level foliage so can be walked 
through with some success. Seasonal growth cycles of species can be pivotal considerations; 
bracken is a particular problem in both woodland and open areas with its rapid summer growth 
and autumnal die-back limiting confidently productive walkovers to other periods of the year. 

The third sub-objective is the most anticipatory, as it occurs in the absence of any known or 
visible archaeological indications. It attempts to assess whether the terrain could conceal any 
archaeological features beneath its surface, and therefore focuses on the terrain’s characteristics. 
Key attributes include the depth of topsoil and any subsoil before reaching the underlying and 
more solid geological natural, which may be glacial till or bedrock. In many Scottish upland 
scenarios, including this proposed development, a relatively thin moorland or peaty topsoil directly 
overlies the geological solid, and this can be confirmed by regular prodding with a ranging rod or 
similar pointed pole and by observing eroded exposures in peat hags or other areas of 
disturbance. A topsoil depth of up to 1.0m would normally be insufficient to totally conceal an 
archaeological feature without giving any surface indication. Therefore if a lengthy walkover of 
open moorland shows nothing on the surface and consistently shallow topsoil, the probability is 
minimal that anything of interest lies beneath the surface, and the strip can be regarded as 
archaeologically safe. A caveat is needed if any evidence of peat-cutting exists, as this may give 
an artificially reduced peat depth, which while still incapable of concealing archaeological remains 
is not representative of the overall context where deeper deposits may remain close by. 

A second anticipatory attribute from the terrain is to consider the degree of disturbance it might 
have undergone from other processes, particularly where the top/subsoil depth is appreciably 
greater than 1.0m. Field ploughing is a major cause of disturbance, whether for crops where 
annual plough regimes of 6-12” depth are common depending on the crop, and field creation 
processes such as subsoiling or field drain insertion may double or even treble these depths of 
disturbance. Woodland creates disturbed depths through root penetration, especially if the trees 
are removed leaving tree bowls of recent soil fill. Planned forestry takes this a stage further as it 
often involves repeated cycles of close-packed ditching, planting and later felling by heavy 
ground-churning machinery. Some natural processes can also generate substantial ground 
disturbance, particularly surface and sub-surface water flows; these can include spring meltwater 
erosion and deposition, peat hag erosion and peat slip on hillsides. Each of these scenarios 
would be highly destructive for any contained sub-surface archaeology; where these processes 
and/or their impacts can be identified, a verdict is often possible that while the terrain might have 
had the potential to contain archaeological features, the probability of the deposits surviving in a 
coherent or identifiable form is minimal or nil. Again the outcome is that the ground can be 
regarded as archaeologically safe, despite the inability to directly investigate its contents. 
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The walkover process is therefore a combination of observation and interpretation covering direct 
and indirect attributes. Its outcomes are targeted towards presenting reliable predictions based on 
the diagnosis of multi-faceted indications. If other audiences are to be convinced by these 
predictions and consequent recommendations, the report needs to present the detail which has 
led to their development, so this assessment contains large chunks of narrative description and 
many specific illustrations, particularly of the terrain encountered during the lengthy walkovers of 
stretches of landscape for this project.   

8.0 Direct or physical impact on archaeological 
remains 
The range of construction activities which are considered in this assessment for their potential to 
cause direct impact includes the following elements where ground-breaking work might occur:  

 each of the 5 turbine sites,  
 permanent access track construction, and any one-off or temporary access needed for 

turbine and plant movement,  
 stone and aggregate supply, including borrow pits, 
 cabling and inter-connector routes from the sites to the National Grid, either by pylons or 

poles or by underground cabling, 
 generator and substation buildings, 
 clearance of a works compound. 

The order of this list reflects the usual scenario of a descending order of magnitude of ground 
disturbance, with the major items considered first. However a different approach is used in this 
assessment due to the extended topographical situation for this project and the majority 
incorporation of existing track networks; instead the narrative sequence starts from the northern 
mouth of the Corrimony valley in Glen Urquhart where it meets the A831 and then continues 
south through successively the lower, mid and upper portions of the valley to the elevated turbine 
plateau. Two intermediate sections of new track will be needed; firstly at the valley mouth for 
turbine transport through and past the Corrimony farm and settlement complex, and secondly for 
a short distance in the upper valley – “the bothy bypass” – before a resumption of existing track 
up to the departure point for new track terminating at the turbine sites. The final element will be 
the offsite interconnector cable route from the turbines to run across to Strathglass and the 
terminal switchgear building at the National Grid near Fasnakyle. This presentation sequence 
enables a more coherent journey through the landscape, and avoids having to frequently jump 
from one location to another. 

This report does not consider the issues of transporting turbines from their docking point - which 
would probably be Invergordon - to the A831 and the mouth of the Corrimony valley, and whether 
any required modifications to the public road network could have historic environment 
implications. As required by planning guidelines, this is an issue for the project design and has 
been investigated by Girvan Enterprise and OSEL, who have reported that no relevant problem 
within the scope of this report has been identified; full details of this investigation will be submitted 
elsewhere with the package of planning documentation, so are not explored here.  

8.1 The northern entry into the Corrimony valley from the A831 public road 
The current road and track infrastructure creates a situation where will require two access routes 
during the construction phase, and presumably during the eventual decommissioning process 
when the windfarm infrastructure is removed 20-30 years later. The limiting factor is the current 
road bridge over the River Enrick, immediately south of the junction of the unclassified minor road 
into Corrimony from the A831, and marked by OS as White Bridge at NH 39412/30176 alt 148m. 
This bridge has been assessed by the project’s engineering consultants as unsuitable for the 
weight of the loaded turbine transporters, so an alternative track construction has been identified 
for this element; the bridge is however capable of absorbing the lesser requirements of the 
remainder of the construction process. This is fully explained elsewhere in the package of 
planning documentation, so no detailed explanation is given here; all that needs examination here 
is an outline of the design responses and to explore their implications for groundbreaking works. 

The design solution is to install a 2.3km long stretch of track from a different starting point further 
west along the A831 which will run through the working farm complex at Corrimony until it can link 
into the valley’s main network of consolidated forestry access tracks. Approximately 40% (ie 
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900m) of this would involve totally new construction, with the remainder using the course of tracks 
installed for farming use and as the tradesman’s access to the now demolished Victorian grand 
house of New Corrimony; Section 11.1 describes the history of this little-known mansion. 
However this route is only appropriate for occasional use in response to the exceptional demands 
of turbine transport to and from the windfarm for a number of practical reasons, including 
minimising disruption for the farm complex and maintaining its security. The majority of 
construction traffic and activity will therefore use the existing White Bridge route into the valley, 
following the current road network until meeting the southern end of the new turbine transport 
installation, after which both access routes follow the same track infrastructure into the mid valley. 

8.1.1 The turbine transport route 

The need for this route strategy was one of the final elements of the project’s evolution, and its 
investigation took place in September 2009. The initial pre-visit impression was that the affected 
area, leading off to the southwest from a tributary of the River Enrick, has the potential to be the 
most archaeologically sensitive terrain within the development footprint. This can be portrayed in 
two ways; firstly as a general topographic comment that it is the lowest component of the 
footprint, within the valley floor of an established and meandering river system which provides a 
significant route corridor between major glens. This is very evident in today’s settlement pattern, 
with consistent distributions throughout the valley floor, and the default expectation is that this 
would have been a characteristic shared with previous periods. The valley floor also provides the 
best opportunities for cultivation and agriculture, again in both past and current scenarios, with 
fertile soils naturally accumulating from river processes and with a generally sheltered micro 
landscape compared to the more exposed hillsides and upland massifs around its periphery. 

The second portrayal is the contained distribution of recorded historic and prehistoric sites 
contained in the valley floor, as illustrated under the HS logo on the RCAHMS Pastmap extract 
reproduced in Section 6.1. The topographic portrayal translates very neatly into the known usage 
pattern since prehistory. This includes the most famous historic environment asset, the Corrimony 
cairn which is presented as an HS PIC display monument, within a varied mix of other site types 
from early prehistory to abandoned crofts of the last couple of centuries. A particular concern was 
the increased potential for buried archaeology within the riverside terrain; a scenario of several 
river flood cycles over the last few millennia could have buried early archaeological sites under 
gravels and mud without leaving surface traces, with more recent agricultural development 
obscuring the ground surface even further. The possibility of a permutation such as modern 
ploughsoil overlying natural gravel spreads from a flood phase dating back 1500 years which had 
buried a 3000 year old settlement site becomes a tangible concern. If this type of sequence was 
present, a non-intrusive walkover of the track route would be unable to provide reliable 
conclusions that nothing was present, unless the information gathering included specific 
information about the recent land management regimes and their experience of improving the 
topsoil and the depth and nature of the subsoils encountered. In view of these issues the 
walkover was undertaken with Lindsay Girvan, and particular attention paid to the current land 
units and uses to capture his experience of working with each sector and the degree of recent 
modification. Each current land unit is given its own subheading in this sequential account, 
starting at the southwest roadside of the A831 at NH38411/31462 alt 170m. 

> Roadside departure and Field 1 

The mouth of the turbine track would leave the roadside and cross a small modern drainage ditch 
in the verge and a fenceline to enter a grassed field of rough pasture (Field 1). This point is about 
50m NW of the A831 bridge over the River Enrick tributary, which creates the eastern boundary of 
the field; it is also c220m ESE of the nearest recorded archaeological site, a probable prehistoric 
cairnfield identified by NMRS record NH33SE 16 (HC HER no. MHG2760) which simply states in 
a 1973 report “Centred at NH 382/315 are a few denuded stone clearance heaps of the type 
usually associated with hut circles”. This location lies within the NW corner of the irregular 
polygonal outline of Field 1 on a slightly elevated apparently natural terrace; no sign of the 
cairnfield was now apparent in the rough grass. Apart from various current and/or disused but 
standing buildings in and around the Corrimony farming complex, this is the nearest recorded site 
to any portion of the turbine access route. 

This field has been in Girvan family ownership for several decades; Lindsay described it as former 
croftland, and in addition to the current settlement site – unnamed by OS – immediately north of 
the A831 and c200m east of the cairnfield and the Millness settlement also north of the A831 but 
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c250m west of the cairnfield, the reference to a former homestead is noted from 1st edition OS of 
1876 at NH 3777/3157 (south of the A831, 450m west of the cairnfield; see NMRS no. NH33SE 
24, HC HER no. MHG22903 “Millness farmstead”). The field was heather moor until the 1960s 
when it was single-furrow ploughed, and was then broken in during 1976 and 1977 for deep 
surface cultivation by ploughing to a 6” depth to glacial solid; the latter phase gives the probable 
explanation for the apparent disappearance of the cairnfield. Since then it has been used as 
occasional pasture without ground disturbance. 

The walkover showed an initial flat and featureless stretch of fallow grassland until a slight 
depression with a muddy base caused by a now buried stream leading into the River Enrick 
tributary. As this was reached, two linear stony features were noted. The first ran straight W-E for 
about 30m from NH 38341/31417 alt 169m to NH 38368/31409 alt 177m as a stony bank 1.5m 
wide and up to 1.0m high, with a grassy north face and a more exposed rubble south face, which 
overlooked a slight ditch. It was partially matched across the ditch by a second but smaller and 
shorter stony bank running parallel 3m to the south. These were described by Lindsay as 
respectively a wall base for a crofting-period stone field wall and the base to a modern but 
removed fenceline; both explanations are perfectly compatible with their appearance and provide 
no archaeological interest. The sides of the depression were scattered with surface rubble amid 
grass and rushes and rough underfoot, with a small bridge over the burn which Lindsay had 
installed with buried concrete pipes at NH 38332/31467 alt 170m. 

 
View across Field 1 from bank of small burn, looking back to A831; the pickup is parked at a roadside 
gateway, and the start of the A831 bridge over the River Enrick tributary leads off the right edge of the photo. 
The access track would leave the A831 at the small roadside conifer on the left of the picture and run straight 
down to the foreground grassy area, where the two stony banks from the crofting wall and modern fence 
base come in from the right. The level approach of the road onto the bridge indicates the sunken nature of 
the river at this point – it has incised a small gorge. Photo by Lindsay Girvan from SW, September 2009. 

As explained, the most cogent initial archaeological concern for this 150m stretch was not so 
much the surface characteristics, but to identify what the subsurface context might contain. The 
improvement regimes date back at least to the crofting period, but judging from the pre-1960s 
state of heather moor seem to have had little effect before then. The reported activity in the 1960s 
and 1970s was fairly superficial in terms of ground penetration, but gave signs that glacial subsoil 
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was only thinly covered and that this was always poor ground which was never really developed. 
The clear upstanding nature of the two relatively modern boundary bases gives passive support 
to this impression, as to some extent does the recorded cairnfield further west, which suggests 
from the fact that these were visible in 1973 that very little had happened to the terrain since 
prehistory. The key indicator is however the degree to which the river has incised its micro-gorge 
to a depth of probably 10m, which means that the potential permutation of flood deposits 
concealing early deeper archaeology can be discounted. The result is that Field 1 is regarded as 
having too thin a covering of soil to conceal any archaeological presence, so a watching brief 
would be futile and that no other mitigation is needed. Although not as concerted an effort as in 
subsequent stretches of this turbine route, Lindsay reported that much stone had been cleared 
from Field 1 during its two modern ploughing phases and dumped over the river cliff.  

> Field 2   

Immediately after the south bank of the buried stream depression the course of the turbine access 
route enters Field 2 at NH 38565/31348 alt 169m, through a former gateway at the end of a 
tumbled field boundary wall. In terms of the currently active boundaries, both fields are part of the 
same unit without installed separation, but the distinction was maintained until recently and is a 
useful device for this narrative. Field 2 is a much larger unit now used as cattle pasture after 
several phases of substantial improvement; these have included ploughings to 10” depth, field 
drain insertion at 20m spacing in 1972-73 and cultivation until 1976 when the last planting and 
harvest was forage rape. Lindsay described the contents as a black peaty soil which overlies 
stony glacial solid at a typical depth of 8-10”, a figure derived from the ploughing experience and 
some recent small test scrapes along the route as part of its initial identification. The topsoil has 
only been created by intensive sifting of huge volumes of stony rubble. Again the rubble has 
simply been tipped over the bank into the river gorge, where massive tips are clearly visible 
evidence that the degree of stone clearance has been substantial. As shown below, the access 
track route would follow the riverside field boundary from the removed gateway for a distance 
south eastwards of about 200m before curving southwest to follow a geological ridge from NH 
38393/31041 alt 171m for about 100m to the end of the ridge at NH 38308/31027 alt 168m, from 
which it descends gently to the gate at the southern end of the field at NH38203/30905 alt 159m.   

 
Initial course of turbine track within Field 2 southeastwards along riverside field boundary, as demonstrated 
by Lindsay Girvan. Looking SE from former gateway at NE corner of field. September 2009. 
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View back across Field 2 from SW end of natural ridge. Track route comes in at the centre of the picture 
near the bull and curves round to the right before returning to the viewpoint. From S, September 2009. 

 
View down Field 2 from SW end of natural ridge to the exit gate at the field’s south corner and the next 
stretch along existing track. From NE, September 2009. 
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The conclusion is that despite an increased depth over Field 1, Field 2 is regarded as having too 
thin a covering of soil to conceal any archaeological presence and has been more radically 
improved and disturbed, so a watching brief would be futile and that no other mitigation is needed. 
This also applies for the intended excavation of a borrow pit (BP1) on the geological ridge, as 
discussed in Section 8.6. 

> Existing trackway as far as Corrimony farm complex 

From this point on to the rendezvous with the general access route, the turbine access track 
almost entirely follows the existing farm and forestry track network, which means that instead of 
excavating the focus will be on reinforcing current infrastructure to bring it up to the standard 
necessary to accommodate the turbine transport. As the following description shows, in its current 
state the track network is a well-built system which has various permutations of ongoing use for 
farm traffic, residential access and some forestry transport. These all give different visual 
impressions along the remainder of the route, and initially disguised its basic origin and purpose. 
Lindsay described it as the tradesmans and staff entrance for the demolished grand house of 
New Corrimony; as such its origin would date back to at least the late 19thC, and it would have 
been a substantial construction to ensure a consistent ease of use. The result is that a concerted 
degree of ground disturbance would have been involved to give the necessary foundation along 
with additional work alongside for ditching; much of this is no longer evident from vegetation 
encroachment and some surface dilapidation, but this decline is not a true reflection of its former 
state. There is also the intriguing question of its course north and east from this gateway – where 
was the stretch to connect with the main valley route now delivered by the A831? The easiest 
route may well have been through Fields 1 & 2 on pretty much the alignment now proposed for 
the turbine access track; no sign is visible in these fields today, but the mid-20thC cultivations 
could well have removed such traces. Many of the factors incorporated into the currently 
proposed design would have been just as valid then, particularly the relatively easy gradients, the 
avoidance of soft ground, and the ability to avoid river bridging. The issue was not resolved from 
exploring early OS maps due to uncertainties about transposing current road and field alignments, 
but seems a strong possibility from 1903 onwards as the OS 2nd edition shows a similar pattern of 
field capture to that in place today. 

As a current farm track, the route proceeds from the Field 2 exit gateway for c600m along a 5m 
wide cobbled track along the foot of the hillside at the downhill boundary of three expansive 
pasture fields along the northwest trackside. A dilapidated but clearly once substantial retaining 
wall delineates this boundary, still surviving to 1.0m height or 6 courses along the trackside. The 
other trackside is formed by a fenceline with flat valley floor beyond; this is initially woodland until 
a culverted stream appears alongside with a pasture field behind. The track’s course is straight 
until the approximate midpoint, where it curves gently left (ie southwards) at NH37982/30708 alt 
163m for c60m to NH37987/30645 alt 162m and resumes its direct route to the current farm 
complex which is reached by a gateway at NH37764/30442 alt 157m.  

On the left (ie east) side of this kink and immediately next to the trackside is a copse of 5 well-
established trees growing from an extensive grass-covered rubble cairn; despite visual 
similarities, this is not a prehistoric feature, but a modern dump of clearance rubble from the 
overlooking fields. Lindsay described it as his family’s creation in the last few decades, and 
pointed to the field gate directly opposite in the revetment wall as determining its location; as well 
as providing a spot clarification, this origin is another indicator of the volume of stone clearance 
required in this terrain to achieve field quality. Another example noted was a larger series of 
dumped rubble piles at the foot of the field close to the gateway into the farm complex. It is 
probable that this mound may have to be at least partially removed and/or the trees chopped to 
smooth the changes of direction for the turbine transport, but neither step causes any 
archaeological issue. It is also possible that linear trenching between the hill revetment wall and 
the track side will be specified as an engineering requirement along the full length to the farm 
complex and perhaps culverting under the track to ensure adequate runoff drainage, but again 
this causes no concern. 
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View of turbine access route along current farm track and former back route to New Corrimony from Field 2 
exit gate. If needed, drainage trenching would follow the wall foot on the right. From NE, September 2009. 

 
View back up turbine access route along current farm track and former back route from gateway into farm 
complex. Garden on left is part of current Corrimony Grange farmhouse (unlisted, NMRS record NH33SE 
30). From SW, September 2009. 
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> Passing through Corrimony farm complex 

After the entry gateway, the route continues its direction to the centre of the yard complex passing 
through the huge doorways of a modern storage barn, as shown below. All tracks within the yard 
are concreted hardstanding, which will be used without modification.  

 
View back up turbine access route through modern barn openings to gateway into farm complex and 
previous viewpoint beyond. From SW, September 2009. 

After crossing the yard, the route would kink slightly to the current exit between a second modern 
barn and a derelict cottage; the NGR of the north corner of the cottage is NH 37713/30409, alt 
154m. The gap between these structures is only about 5m wide, so lateral clearance is likely to be 
very tight, particularly as a slight curve has to be negotiated through the gap. Current thinking is 
that this will be achievable when tested, but with little margin for error a provisional mitigation 
recommendation is made to cover any more drastic possibility.  

Precautionary recommendation.  
If the clearance is insufficient, it is accepted that there is no practical alternative exit from the yard, 
and that the necessary widening would only be created by at the expense of the cottage, rather 
than the modern barn. The cottage is derelict, though still roofed, and has been gutted inside to 
create a storage shed. Its history is unknown but likely to date only from the last 150-100 years as 
an estate worker cottage; it is not listed in any of the NMRS or HC databases and has no formal 
designation as a protected structure. Given its dereliction and modified state, its retention does 
not seem a major priority. However, if full or partial demolition becomes necessary, this report 
recommends that a basic standing buildings survey is carried out before work starts. This would 
entail a full photographic record of its interior and exterior, measured sketches of its architecture 
and floorplan and a written description of its main characteristics. The intention is that this 
information would survive for posterity after the cottage’s demise and should be submitted to 
RCAHMS and HCAU as a brief report for inclusion in their databases. The recommendation is not 
made because any special interest is identified or anticipated, but simply to capture information 
which might not subsequently be available.     
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The exit route from the yard between the corners of the modern barn on the right and the derelict cottage on 
the left. From NE, September 2009. 

> From farmyard to Field 3 and forestry track 

This stretch of about 250m follows a track which is predominantly only used by residential traffic 
to two former estate cottages which are now private homes. Although still based on the original 
back route to New Corrimony, the track has become little more than a relaid tree-lined green lane 
used by cars, so its current appearance disguises its true characteristics under vegetation 
encroachment and restoring its original width will not create an archaeological issue. The track 
now apparently terminates at the further cottage, but it and the intended turbine access route 
continue through a gate into a hummocky grassy field at NH 37483/30242 alt 161m. Within this 
field, designated Field 3, its surface is now grassed over from disuse, but the course is clearly 
recognisable as a flat trackway through the humps and bumps. No archaeological concern is 
registered for its proposed revival. 
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View into Field 3 from entry gateway showing disused estate track at expiry of currently used stretch. From 
NE, September 2009. 

After crossing a piped culvert installed by Lindsay in the 1980s at NH 37412/30249 alt 165m, the 
route continues to climb gently until the foot of a slope at NH 37359/30225 alt 175m on the right 
(ie north) side of the former track. The proposed turbine route would climb this grassy slope for 
c60m to reach consolidated forestry track at NH 37302/30206 alt 181m. Although now apparently 
undisturbed ground, Lindsay described its frequent use in the last few decades as a shortcut 
tractor access to a large modern farming shed on the other side of the forestry track, during which 
it was heavily churned and rutted, and further ground disruption from its use as a lumber storage 
area during forestry work, with trunks being chain-dragged to this open space for loading onto 
trailers. As a result this slope is not regarded as having any remnant archaeological potential. 

> Final portion of turbine-only access track 

This will follow for c300m a sweepingly curved and heavily consolidated forestry track which has 
been built up progressively in the last few years to enable heavy usage by loaded and articulated 
forestry vehicles, so would require no additional work for turbine transit. It has a hardcore top 
surface and has been built up above the ground surface on a rubble bed, with lateral ditching. As 
it curves downhill it crosses the rubble platform built over the northern corner of the footprint of the 
now demolished New Corrimony house (as described in Section 11.1) but the house’s destruction 
and subsequent treatment of the area removes any reason for current concern. The turbine route 
continues by entering what had been the formal tree-lined avenue approach to New Corrimony 
(although in a reversed direction from the Victorian approach) until NH 37372/29982 alt 164m. At 
this point it meets the non-turbine construction access route which comes in from the northeast 
along the majority of the avenue, and is the customary route into the Corrimony valley from the 
public road end (see below) for farm and forestry traffic. The now combined route follows the 
existing track network as described in Section 8.2. 

8.1.2 Non-turbine construction access 

As explained, this route will be used by the majority of construction and maintenance traffic, and 
initially follows the public road into the mouth of the valley. Its starting point is the junction of the 
unclassified minor road into Corrimony from the A831, marked by OS as White Bridge at NH 
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39412/30176 alt 148m. It has received a preliminary engineering assessment on behalf of Girvan 
Enterprise, which suggests that despite its single track width it will be able to cope with the 
conventional loads from construction plant traffic without modification; it is already regularly used 
by heavy forestry plant without problems, particularly for the many small bridges and culverts, 
most of which are too narrow to receive anything like the simultaneous full weight of any traffic 
passing over. Some precautionary over-boarding or temporary arch reinforcement may be used to 
spread axle loads and avoid any load concentration. No other modifications have been identified 
in the public road to its terminus at NH 37612/30141 alt 164m, beyond which it becomes the 
private track into the remainder of the route. The total distance of this stretch is c2.0km. 

8.2 The private track up the valley 
The term private track accurately describes its current status and signage, but any implication that 
this is a minor construction is misleading. Its identifiable origin derives from the construction of 
New Corrimony House in 1840 and the subsequent development of the middle and upper valley 
as a sporting estate; the nearby house now known as Old Corrimony was the previous focus of an 
earlier estate founded on crofting farms, so an older provenance for the track is likely. New 
Corrimony is discussed in greater detail in Section 11.1, as there is rather more history and 
ground evidence than the terse references in the NMRS and SMR/HER records suggest, but it 
burnt out in 1951 and the ruin was cleared in the early 1980s. The initial couple of hundred metres 
of the private track follow what was the formal tree-lined avenue to the house, before meeting the 
turbine-only access route, after which it curves away and becomes what was a major estate route 
to a shooting/fishing lodge on an islet in Loch ma Stac over 10km to the south (at NH 
34762/22331 alt 490m; NGR reading from GIS software as this was not visited within the survey). 
Loch ma Stac drains south, eventually into Glen Moriston from which another track shown by 
current OS maps reaches the southern tip of the loch, suggesting a possible overland route 
cresting the watershed from Corrimony to eventually reach Loch Ness. However this southern 
track is a recent insertion by the Hydro Board for building a dam at the south end of the loch, and 
there was no indication of any previous through route on the ground or on earlier maps. 

8.2.1 First stretch 

The turbine access track follows this route for over 7km with the exception discussed below of an 
intermediate short stretch where new build will be needed for the “bothy bypass”. The first 6km or 
so of the track has been further built up to accommodate forestry plant traffic, so is sufficiently 
wide and consolidated to need little if any modification for turbine transport; any adaptation would 
involve top dressing rather than any removal or excavation. There is therefore no archaeological 
implication for any track modification from the start of the private track at NH 37612/30141 where 
the public road finishes to the start of the bothy bypass at NH 35693/26927 alt 302m. 

8.2.2 The bothy bypass 

A completely new stretch of track is needed for c.350m for 2 reasons. The first is that the track 
splits at this point, with a forestry spur heading southwest for a further 1.0km to a terminus, which 
means that the start of the bothy bypass is the limit of any modern forestry-related consolidation 
for the windfarm access route, with the track reverting to being a feature of the former Corrimony 
estate route to the shooting and fishing lodge on Loch ma Stac. After the track split, it crosses a 
stretch of abandoned upland pasture, losing its consolidated nature and temporarily becoming a 
rutted tractor and 4x4 track. The second reason is that the turbine route will require a suitable 
bridge to cross the River Enrick above the pasture, and a new course is needed to provide a 
smoothly angled curve onto the bridge crossing; at present a dilapidated lightweight modern 
bridge and a rutted ford provide crossings but neither is compatible with this development.  

The bypass track section is contained within moorland and would require a new linear excavation 
up to 4.5m wide, and up to 1.0m deep onto underlying solid. This would remove all depths of 
material which could contain archaeological material in conventional circumstances, but due to 
the featureless characteristics of the terrain with a maximum peat depth of 0.5m established by 
prodding, no grounds for any archaeological concern are registered. No indications were visible 
for peat-cutting in this area, so the measured depths are likely to be entirely natural rather than 
artificially reduced. The characteristics of the bypass route and waypoints along its course are 
shown in the following table; all altitudes lie within 290-300m OD. 
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NGR NH Description 
35693/26927 N end (start) leaving current forestry track at turning spur into scrub undergrowth 
35690/26900 Crossing through modern forestry/deer fence 
35631/26786 Southwestwards descent  on gentle slope of bog grassland parallel to foot of major slope 
35592/26724 Gradient flattens into bumpy zone  
35546/26667 
35536/26622 

Gentle curve away southwards crossing old metal fenceline to approach new bridge build on 
site of current bridge crossing– increasingly rough ground with underlying river flood debris 

35581/26590 River Enrick crossing point at start of new bridge – W bank bedrock and flood debris 
35597/26564 River Enrick crossing point at end of new bridge – E bank bedrock and flood debris 
35651/26444 S end (finish) – rejoin current track from former estate use 

 
Start of bothy bypass at north end - departure from current track at turning area; the foreground shows the 
substantially constructed state of the forestry consolidated track until this point. From NNW, July 2008. 
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General view of bothy bypass route from close to north end after the modern forestry/deer fence; from NNW, 
July 2008. The track would run parallel to the break of slope in the right edge of the photo for most of its 
course then curve left for a new bridge to cross the river on the site of the bridge visible in the centre left. 
Also visible are a sheep fank in the left of the photo which may originate from the pre-bothy farming complex 
and is marked on current OS, and the resumption of the estate track on the hillside after the river crossing. 
The windfarm plateau lies behind the rounded apparent summit on the horizon in the right of the photo. 
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General view of most of bothy bypass from south end. The route would directly replace the current bridge 
with a new bridge, and then cross the bumpy ground and small burn in the middle ground, before rejoining 
the estate track roughly where the Land Rover is parked. The view also looks back towards the start of the 
bypass close to the break of slope running across the centre of the photo from the right. From SE, July 2008. 

8.2.3 Remaining use of current track 

After the south end of the bothy bypass, the windfarm track rejoins the estate track from NH 
35651/26444 alt 300m to the departure point at NH 35561/25764 alt 366m, for a distance of about 
2.0km. Although less consolidated than the lower portions used by forestry, it is still a substantial 
insertion with a solid bed and trackside ditching, and its adaptation to windfarm use will be 
achieved by top dressing to achieve the appropriate surface, with little or nothing in the way of 
disturbance below current ground levels and no deviations in course. After the departure point, 
the remaining elements of the windfarm, including the plateau access track, the turbine positions 
and the interconnector cable route, will all be newbuild through undisturbed ground. 

8.3 The new access track to the turbine plateau  
This would be totally new track from the departure point to arrive at the T1 position at NH 
34935/24871, alt 439m; the straight-line distance between the two points is 1.2km but the track is 
likely to take a less direct route to avoid abrupt gradient changes and maintain a course above 
underlying solid geology to give an actual length of up to 1.5km. As with the bothy bypass, the 
construction would involve a newbuild excavation for a width of up to 4.5m, to a depth of up to 1m 
onto underlying solid. This would remove all depths of material which could contain 
archaeological material in conventional circumstances, but due to the featureless characteristics 
of the terrain with a steady peat depth varying between 0.3-0.5m and occasional maxima of 1.0m 
as established by prodding, no grounds for any archaeological concern are registered. As 
expected from the altitude and remoteness from any settlement, there are no indications of peat-
cutting in this area, so the measured depths are likely to be entirely natural rather than artificially 
reduced. The characteristics of the route and waypoints along its course are shown in the 
following table. 
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NGR NH Alt m Description 

35561/25764 366 Start at departure from former estate track at gate in modern deer fence, and 
continuing along small track spur  

35596/25574 386 End of spur at quarry of surface gravel deposit, possibly glacial dump 
35548/25266 410 Crossing through modern deer fence with bedrock underlying the remaining route 

35326/25049 416 Gently ascending through smooth featureless grassland along flat top minor ridge 
which provides a natural ramp up to the turbine plateau 

34935/24871  439 Finish at T1 position 

Although some photos were taken along this route, their flat featureless content illustrates nothing 
useful for this report and only one is reproduced here; some individual turbine position photos in 
the next section are representative of the terrain encountered along the new access track. 

 
Representative uphill view of track route on approach to turbine plateau. From SE, July 2008. 

8.4 The turbine sites 
Each turbine base excavation would normally involve an area of 10x10m, contained within a 
larger crane pad excavation of approximately 30x20m. Excavations would be taken down through 
topsoil to the first appropriate natural solid layer; the likelihood is that this would remove all depths 
of material which could contain archaeological material in conventional circumstances. The 
planned locations of the turbine centre points and altitudes OD are:  

 T1 NH 34935/24871, alt 439m,  
 T2 NH 34667/24620, alt 460m, 
 T3 NH 34600/24964, alt 448m, 
 T4 NH 34332/24744, alt 444m, and 
 T5 NH 34392/24387, alt 459m.  

All turbine locations are within or on the fringe of an intermediate glacially created platform 
forming the NE end of the Sliabh an Ruighe Dhuibh linear ridge below the true summit of 556m 
altitude, which lies close by to the southwest. The main track would come in at T1, which will be 
the NE end of a linear track running for 0.7km to T5 at its SW end and passing T2 at its 
approximate midpoint. A spur track would lead NW from above T2 for about 0.3km to T3,  and 
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then SW to T4, giving a total onsite track length of about 1.3km, all of which would involve the 
same construction method as previously described. 

The plateau terrain is fairly consistent so individual descriptions are replaced by a summary. Each 
position is flat or very gently sloping, with low moorland grass and bog cotton on peaty topsoil 
depths of up to 0.3m directly onto bedrock. The plateau was mainly dry underfoot with no sign of 
permanent pooling or larger or deeper lochan features, but very exposed in all directions except 
the SW. It forms a watershed to the NW and SE, with good offsite natural drainage preventing any 
depth of peat formation; signs of wind erosion were noted on NW facing areas of peat, a further 
indication that topsoil buildup would always be minimal. Only the T5 and to some extent T3 
positions were boggy, which in each case can be explained by runoff from overlooking slopes. 

Note: The survey of the turbine plateau was undertaken in July 2008 targeting an initial set of 
turbine positions as below.  
  ▪  T1 NH 34905/24855, alt 444m,  
  ▪  T2 NH 34630/24640, alt 462m, 
  ▪  T3 NH 34585/25000, alt 441m, 
  ▪  T4 NH 34310/24785, alt 435m, and 
  ▪  T5 NH 34365/24410, alt 457m.  
While onsite with Lindsay Girvan, it was agreed that the T1 NGR was impractical due to its steep 
slope, so was not pursued or photo’d, and an interim alternative at NH 34838/24919 alt 456m was 
identified as more suitable and provisionally taken forward after being photographed. However 
much later in the design evolution and after all fieldwork visits had been completed, the precise 
positioning of all five turbines was slightly revised, with the new positions varying by 30-93m from 
those photographed in 2008. The precise differences are shown in the table in relation to the 
ranging rod depicted in the subsequent photos, which was placed at the turbine centre points of 
each 2008 turbine location. 

 Change in final position from photo’d position: 
Turbine Distance  Direction  Change in altitude 

T1 93m NE -17m 
T2 42m NE -2m 
T3 30m SE +7m 
T4 47m SE +9m 
T5 40m SE +2m 

As the full plateau was extensively explored during the walkover and with nothing noted for any 
archaeological presence within the very consistent ground characteristics across it, the changes 
are not regarded as affecting the reliability of the survey; in most cases the new locations lie 
within or alongside the zones envisaged for the original crane pad locations and onsite access 
tracks so were all given detailed scrutiny at the time, and no further survey visit was made. 
However the spot photography of each turbine position has been affected, as each T photo below 
used the original position so they should be regarded as representing the immediate area around 
the turbines, rather than as originally intended a precise depiction with the ranging rod placed at 
the centre points. Each caption describes the relationship to the final turbine position. In summary 
the only effect of the changes is on the precision of their pictorial illustration within this report; 
there is no implication for the reliability of the survey process, its findings or the conclusions. 
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Previous T1 centre point marked by ranging rod with windspeed test mast in background. Final T1 position 
lies out of shot to the right of the ranging rod at a lower height, but in otherwise similar situation and ground 
conditions.  From SW, July 2008 

 
T2 area; final T2 position lies in view 42m beyond and to left of ranging rod. From W, July 2008 
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T3 area, final T3 position lies 30m beyond and to right of ranging rod, on or just outside the right margin. 
From SW, July 2008. 

 
T4 area; final T4 position lies in view 47m closer to viewpoint than ranging rod. From SE; July 2008. 
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T5 area; final T5 position lies in view 40m beyond and to left of ranging rod. From E, July 2008. 

8.5 Onsite cabling and substation building at T3 
Onsite cabling would run from each individual turbine to the T3 location and be contained within 
the relevant portion of onsite track excavation. No additional groundbreaking would be involved so 
there is no archaeological implication. An onsite substation building is needed at the convergence 
of the individual turbine cables at T3, probably as a final task contained within the crane pad 
excavation area so would not require additional ground clearing, and would entail a new single 
storey shed with an area of up to 5mx3m.  

8.6 Stone supply 
As most of the full access track route is already present as a consolidated feature, zones of 
significant stone need will be confined to constructing specific sections of the track route. These 
are the initial turbine-only stretch at the mouth of the valley, the bothy bypass, the final stretch of 
track to the windfarm and the windfarm itself, both for turbine bases/crane pads and the onsite 
connecting tracks between turbines. In all these stretches, underlying solid lies very close to the 
ground surface, particularly the bedrock formations for the final stretch of track to the windfarm 
and the windfarm itself. Therefore the depth of soft topsoil needing removal and replacement by 
stone will be substantially reduced in comparison to the typical experience elsewhere when 
considered as a ratio of the volume of material needed to the unit of area exposed. This should 
create a very economical use of stone, despite the sometimes lengthy stretches of track involved. 
Various other portions of the existing track network will require building up to create a suitable bed 
and top surface, but the volumes of material will be much less than for the newbuild stretches.  

The project strategy is to source all stone requirements internally, without importing material from 
outside the Corrimony valley or from commercial quarries. This possibility is enabled by the 
frequent distribution of banks of glacial dump and river flood deposits in several valley locations 
above the conventional ground surface. Many were noted during the site visit, and it is clear that 
these are substantial depositions onto the ground surface with huge quantities of stone material 
varying from boulders down to gravel, and show an extended sequence of natural processes from 
glacial dumping and more recent river flood episodes. As observed, these deposits are purely 
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stone and gravel banks each capable of providing several tons of material. None of those seen 
featured any topsoil development or established vegetation cover so can be regarded as 
archaeologically barren landscape features, which can be used without concern. In all relevant 
cases they are already mined as source material for the forestry and estate tracks, so their use 
would continue customary practice. In most cases rubble spreading has accompanied the surface 
mining, causing a high degree of disturbance to and around these deposits. This solution 
describes 3 of the 7 intended source locations; another 3 entail quarrying into fully or partially 
exposed sloping bedrock outcrops with the direction of excavation being lateral as much as 
vertical, while the remaining excavation would be downwards into a ridge of bedrock lying 
immediately beneath a field surface. Details and descriptions of these positions are given in the 
table; their mapped positions can be found within the overall project maps prepared by OSEL. 

No. NGR NH Location Description Comment 

BP1 38385/31900 Field 2, under 
track course 

Geological ridge beneath field 
surface 

To supply newbuild turbine track in 
Fields 1&2 and top surface for 
existing track to Corrimony farm 

BP2 37217/29982 
100m SW of 
demolished New 
Corrimony house 

Very large surface glacial dump 
of gravel, already used for 
sourcing track material 

To supply newbuild turbine track in 
Field 3 and upgrading existing track 
from Corrimony farm through FC land 

BP3 36343/28028 
Trackside at NE 
end of Loch 
Comhnard 

Very large surface glacial dump 
of gravel and rock, already used 
for sourcing track material 

To upgrade existing track from FC 
land to bothy bypass and possibly for 
part of newbuild bothy bypass 

BP4 35590/26841 Trackside at start 
of bothy bypass Partially covered bedrock mound Additional source for newbuild bothy 

bypass and approach to new bridge 

BP5 35642/26250 Trackside S of 
river crossing Hill slope bedrock exposure 

To supply newbuild track off bridge 
and upgrade existing track to 
departure point to turbine plateau 

BP6 35603/25563 
Trackside close 
to departure 
point 

Surface glacial dump of gravel 
and rock, already used for 
sourcing track material 

To supply newbuild track to turbine 
plateau 

BP7 34780/24795 Turbine plateau 
between T1 & T2 

Partially exposed bedrock 
forming SE-facing plateau edge 

To supply newbuild tracks on turbine 
plateau, turbine bases & crane pads 

In terms of potential for archaeological concern, BP1 is included within the analysis of Field 2 in 
Section 8.1.1, and the conclusion there that no mitigation is needed is carried over as the depth of 
excavation into natural bedrock does not affect the archaeological context. BP2, BP3 and BP6 are 
currently exploited above-surface deposits which are already highly disturbed and spread by 
surface-mining; their topsoil development and consequent archaeological potential would always 
have been minimal to nil, even when intact. BP4, BP5 and BP7 are sloping bedrock exposures 
with minimal to nil topsoil development; any coverage is limited to superficial vegetation. Overall, 
none of these seven borrow pit locations give any basis for archaeological concern. 

8.7 A works compound area  
An unusual element for this proposal is that construction work would be largely carried out by the 
Girvan family from their farm base within the Corrimony settlement, without involving external 
contractors for the majority of the process. This removes many of the conventional compound 
attributes, such as a storage area for contractor plant, a car park for the workforce and an area for 
portacabins for site offices, a mess, toilets, etc. Internal materials sourcing for track build and 
consolidation and construction similarly avoids the need for storage areas, and the result is that 
no formal compound area will be required. 

However, some degree of external contracting is probable towards the end of the construction 
process with the transport on site and erection of the turbines. By this stage all activity should be 
confined to the turbine plateau with the required tracks in place; these would accommodate most 
of the necessary equipment, but if additional ground clearing is required, there would be no 
archaeological implications for this terrain, which was fully inspected within the walkover. The only 
other element where temporary storage might be needed is for the construction of the bridge over 
the River Enrick at the south end of the bothy bypass. As described in Section 8.2.2, this is an 
area of heavy disturbance from meltwater flooding and any clearance and storage alongside the 
newly built track has no archaeological implications. In summary there will be no need for a works 
compound for this project, and it can be dismissed as an issue for archaeological concern. 
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8.8 Offsite interconnector cable route and terminus switchgear building 
The route was completely walked in the direction SE to NW with Lindsay Girvan in July 2008 to 
confirm the intended course; a second visit in October 2008 followed a revision to the route to 
accommodate more suitable terrain in the mid-portion, and was limited to the revised portion and 
the final woodland stretch to ensure all archaeological elements present had been captured in the 
earlier visit. All information about ownership and forestry regimes and events was supplied by 
Lindsay. For ease of reference, the route is divided into 7 stretches, running sequentially from the 
starting point in the SE at the T3 location. Each stretch corresponds to a particular terrain state, 
management regime, land boundary or change of direction; in most cases the route within each 
stretch was a straight line with little or no deviation; as explained below the final part - Stretch 7 - 
was not walked. NGRs were taken at the start of each stretch and at any obvious intermediate 
feature. Photos were taken at the start of each stretch, looking forward into the imminent stretch 
and backwards to the completed stretch, and at some intermediate NGR points. 

Stretch details NGR NH Alt m Length km Archaeological issue in stretch?  
Stretch 1 start  at T3 substation 34585/25000 441 0.44 No 
Stretch 2 start 34390/25384 370 0.92 No 
Stretch 3 start 34363/26303 377 1.02 No 
Stretch 4 start 33652/26996 303 0.58 No 
Stretch 5 start 33082/26993 318 2.25 No 
Stretch 6 start 32700/28983 229 
Stretch 6 end at new SWG building 32269/29660 83 0.86 Yes 

Stretch 7 start 32269/29660 83 
Stretch 7 end [Fasnakyle substation] 3197/2997 71 0.43 No [see note 2 below] 

Total length cable route S1-6 - - 6.07 - 
Total length cable route S1-7 - - 6.50 - 
Notes:  
[1] the figures for length are derived from GIS calculations of the shortest distance between each pair of start and 
finish NGRs. They will inevitably under-read the true cable length as they do not allow for any variation from a 
straight course, nor for angles of ascent or descent. Stretch 2, for instance, descends one valley side then climbs 
the other, while Stretch 6 wends its way down a steep hillside following a track with many curves. Both these figures 
in particular are therefore likely to underplay the true distances, and the eventual totals along the ground may be 10-
20% higher than the figures given.  
[2] Stretch 7 was included in the investigation because at the time of the site visits the project design encompassed 
the full distance to the Fasnakyle substation. Subsequent project discussions with Scottish & Southern Electricity  
have established that they will be responsible for the interconnector strategy after the end of Stretch 6, including the 
planning requirements. Therefore Stretch 7 does not fall within the formal scope of assessment for planning 
consideration at this stage; however as much was identified about its recent history and ground conditions, this is 
reported here for information.  

The cable route and stretch start points are shown below. As with all current OS depictions it is 
misleading in its depiction of apparently full forestry plantations from the start of S2 to the start of 
S5 outside the purple boundary. This was a partially forest planted area but suffered from a poor 
species choice which never properly established and was cut to waste, leaving a few scattered 
clusters for much of Stretch 2 amid an area of unkempt forest debris. Much of Stretches 3-4 was 
burnt out in a major fire in 1997 causing a near-total clearance which has not been replaced; 
these factors should be registered when viewing the photos of these stretches in the descriptions 
below as the map discrepancy was initially confusing. The forestry within the marked purple 
boundary is a mature FC plantation which is unaffected by these other factors and is therefore 
accurately portrayed. An unexpected by-product from the fire is that the fire-cleared expanse in 
Stretches 3-4 demonstrates unusually clearly how much ground disturbance is caused by 
trenching processes during commercial forestry planting.  
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Green dots are selected intermediate points as measured by GPS on the ground at particular 
features. More detailed listings of intermediate points are included in the tables below, but would 
obscure the map if all were shown. 

8.8.1 Stretch details 

Each stretch is described below in tabular form. 

Stretch 1  NH Alt Content 
Start NGR [T3] 34585/25000 441 T3 and start of cable route 
Intermediate points None - - 
Finish NGR 34390/25384 370 Corrimony/FC/RSPB deer fence boundary 

Description 
Straightforward steep descent northwestwards off ridge. Open moorland heather 
and grass, occasional surface boulders and minor undulations caused by 
underlying solid geology. No peat pockets – general depth 0.3m max.  

Archaeological 
concern Nil – nothing visible and no potential for sub-surface concealment 
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Start of Stretch 1 from original T3 position (as at July 2008) at ranging rod with longer view across Stretch 2. 
From SE, July 2008. 

Stretch 2  NH Alt Content 
Start NGR  34390/25384 370 Corrimony/FC/RSPB deer fence boundary 

34385/25760 315 Abhainn na Ruighe Duibhe burn crossing (small tributary 
of River Enrick) Intermediate points 

34366/26193 362 Crossing former track from Guisachan to Corrimony bothy 
[partially marked on OS] 

Finish NGR 34363/26303 377 Corner of FC forest plantation 

Description 

Route uses former ride between FC forest plantation to WSW (ie left in direction of 
walkover and above photo) and RSPB-owned former forest plantation on ENE 
(right). FC forest is full mature plantation, but RSPB forest marked as full plantation 
on OS map is a mess of partial clearance – “cut to waste” – and less intensive 
failed plantation due to wrong choice of species. Ride descends to stream at foot of 
valley then climbs up northern side to plateau ridge top, with final stretch on flat 
ground in patch which was never forested (shown by OS as open island in forestry 
containing Druim na h Aibhne lochan). Terrain in ride generally as Stretch 1 but 
much bumpier and some boggy patches – churned by forestry plant traffic and 
deer. No features evident at stream crossing apart from an under-barrier to the 
deer fence. No identifiable elements found for the crossing of the disused 
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Guisachan–Corrimony bothy track apart from a couple of fenceposts and the 
retention of its route within the FC plantation as a ride. No peat pockets – general 
depth 0.5m max. Final portion on plateau initially shows very thin peat cover (0.1m) 
with immediately underlying flat bedrock showing through tears in cover and then 
goes into deeper peat (over 1.0m) which continues into Stretch 3.  

Archaeological 
concern 

Low – nothing visible but some theoretical potential for sub-surface 
concealment in stretch of deeper peat of final portion. However the exposed 
plateau is an unconvincing location for archaeological evidence at this 
altitude, with more plausible terrain choices close by. 

 
Start of Stretch 2 at Corrimony/FC/RSPB fence boundary. From SE, July 2008. 

Stretch 3  NH Alt Content 
Start NGR  34363/26303 377 NE corner of surviving FC forest plantation 

34243/26661 377 End of plateau and start of descent through fire-destroyed 
forest Intermediate points 

34202/26860 367 Minor crest in fire-destroyed forest 

Finish NGR 33652/26996  303 Boundary fence at end of former forest and NW corner of 
surviving FC plantation 

Description 

Plateau top with deeper peat cover (over 1.0m) continues from final part of Stretch 
2. Remainder of this stretch is straight line course northwestwards on RSPB side of 
boundary fence with FC, down gently sloping hillside which was forested until near 
total burn out in major blaze in 1997. Sporadic clumps of forestry, but mainly 
treeless terrain now shows disturbance from plantation and drainage ploughing as 
regular neat furrows under heather and grass – an unusually clear illustration of 
how much ground disturbance is caused by these processes without the 
subsequent felling debris to obscure the evidence. 

Archaeological 
concern 

Minimal – nothing visible; some theoretical potential for sub-surface 
concealment in stretch of deeper peat on plateau but an unlikely location; 
heavily disturbed ground due to forestry plantation in remainder 
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Start of Stretch 3 at FC plantation corner on plateau top. From SE, July 2008. 

 
Intermediate point within Stretch 3 at minor crest showing fire-destroyed forest. From SE, July 2008. 
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Stretch 4  NH Alt Content 

Start NGR  33652/26996  303 Boundary fence at end of former forest and NW corner of 
surviving FC plantation 

Intermediate points None - - 
Finish NGR 33082/26993  318 FC/RSPB/Guisachan estate boundary junction of 4 fences 

Description 

Straight line course westwards on RSPB side of boundary fence with FC, 
continuing down sequence of stepped geological hillside terraces which were 
forested by both RSPB and FC but burnt out by 1997 blaze. Sporadic clumps of 
forestry, but mainly treeless terrain now shows extensive disturbance from 
plantation and drainage ploughing as Stretch 3, with regular neat furrows under 
heather and grass – again clearly showing the heavy ground disturbance from 
these processes. Terrain interspersed with rock outcrops at end of each geological 
terrace. No major peat pockets apparent – peat depths vary but unlikely to exceed 
0.5m as no truly flat stretches or basins.  

Archaeological 
concern Nil – nothing visible and minimal potential for sub-surface concealment  

 

 
View at start of Stretch 5, looking back into Stretch 4 fire-destroyed forest. From W, October 2008. 

Stretch 5  NH Alt Content 
Start NGR  33082/26993  318 FC/RSPB/Guisachan estate boundary junction of 4 fences 

32770/27119  321 Crossing RSPB internal fence  

32726/27556  323 Crossing RSPB/Kerrow estate boundary fence after 
rounding E side of Loch na Gobhlaig (silted lochan) 

32725/27799  327 Ridge crest and start of descent into Strathglass through 
decreasing hummocks 

32754/28087 308 End of hummock area onto open Strathglass shoulder top  

32786/28546 267 Uphill end of quadbike/scrambler track cut into peat 
through vegetation 

Intermediate points 

32771/28863 242 Machine-cut water-filled trench 20m long, 3m wide cut 
down to solid as water splash on track for scrambler bikes 

Finish NGR 32700/28983 229 Track junction at start of woodland 

Description The initial westward portion contained rough open moorland with minor dips and 
ridges and boggy grass/heather vegetation. This otherwise featureless terrain 
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contains some fenceline as above with the route changing direction to NW and 
then N, and is used as summer cattle grazing, but appears totally undisturbed. 
After a crest at NH 32725/27799, the steady descent into Strathglass starts 
through a series of minor hummocks. The entire stretch remained open 
grass/heather vegetation with a few isolated trees and a scanty peat cover which 
did not exceed 0.5m depth on the flatter areas and 0.3m on the slopes; some 
prodding was done to check these estimates. The bike track had cut through to 
solid from scrambler use and rarely exceeded 0.2m depth in the heavily churned 
ground. The water splash suggested a peat depth of up to 1.0m above solid from 
prodding its murky depths, but this is likely to be atypically high given the crude 
circumstances of excavation. 

Archaeological 
concern Nil – nothing visible and little potential for sub-surface concealment 

 
Intermediate view in Stretch 5, looking back to Loch na Gobhlaig (silted lochan). From N, October 2008. 
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Intermediate view within Stretch 5, looking forward from end of hummocky zone during descent. From S, 
October 2008. 

 

Intermediate view at water splash in Stretch 5, looking forward. Stretch 6 starts at the woodland edge. 
From SE, October 2008. 
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Stretch 6  NH Alt Content 
Start NGR  32700/28983 229 Track junction at start of woodland 

32619/29337 165 Ford on track over burn above start of small gorge 
32526/29450 142 Viewpoint downhill and across Stretch 7 to substation Intermediate points 
32489/29383 147 Spot reference on track close to ruined croft complex 

Finish NGR 32269/29660 83 New switchgear building at foot of major track at roadside 

Description 

This stretch saw the biggest change from its predecessor, with abrupt contrasts in 
terrain and vegetation, a major modern track which determines the cable route as it 
winds down the steepening valley side and some clearly recognisable archaeology 
from a post-medieval crofting complex (discussed in Section 8.8.2 below). The 
scrambler bike track joins a major track at the start of this stretch, forming the 
upright of a T junction. The major track is a more substantial and created route for 
4x4 and tractor use, with signs of bulldozing and trackbed consolidation and upcast 
on its boundaries. It wends its way steeply downhill through natural birch scrub 
woodland with established bracken growth and the occasional grassy clearance. 

The woodland and bracken is capable of concealing a lot of standing archaeology, 
which would probably only be visible to someone walking over it. However the 
cable route will follow the major track which is heavily disturbed ground and the 
margins of which are clear of any visible features apart from those related to the 
track’s insertion. The valley side is too steep for peat development and has many 
bare rock outcrops within the thin woodland topsoil; buried features are unlikely, so 
the only possibility is for upstanding archaeological remains within the dense scrub 
wood. As the woodland appears to have generated naturally, it can not be 
designated as disturbed ground in the same way as the forestry plantation areas 
with their intensive pre-planting drainage and ploughing. 

The OS map depiction shows clear distinctions between woodland zones and open 
hillside – in practice this distinction is accurate for the Kerrow forestry plantation to 
the NE and the densest areas of woodland growth elsewhere, but misleading for 
the apparently open ground which is well colonised by encroaching scrub 
woodland with only intermittent open patches. Both visits showed how much the 
bracken growth is seasonal, with dieback clearly underway by October, though still 
providing a high degree of cover. A rigidly precautionary approach could specify 
that survey and/or construction work should only occur when bracken presence is 
minimal (eg December to May), but this would be inappropriately restrictive for this 
project for 3 reasons (i) the incursion of the cable trench is minor in relation to 
depth and width and the associated construction plant comparatively lightweight (ii) 
the route will follow the existing track margins which contain areas of previous 
disturbance and are relatively clear of any concealing vegetation, and (iii) the 
discovered archaeology - a ruined crofting complex - is clearly discernable once 
spotted, with upstanding elements for its major components in regular formations. 
Therefore no recommendation is made here about the time of year which would be 
appropriate for the construction work, nor for any further investigation.  

The cable route would terminate at the side of the un-numbered single track public 
road which follows the foot of the valley side at its junction with the hill track. A new 
switchgear building will be required at this point, which would be a single storey 
shed with an excavated area of up to 6m x 4m which would be taken down through 
topsoil and subsoil to the first appropriate solid layer beneath, removing all 
deposits which might theoretically contain archaeological material. This zone 
alongside the minor road has been heavily disturbed by modern ground 
excavations to create drainage channels and substantial bird ponds, as well as 
being used for rubble dumping. The result is an incoherent mess of pits, channels 
and rubble piles and banks, most of which have at least partially grassed over. Any 
archaeological potential, however, has been lost, and the positions can be used for 
a switchgear building without further archaeological concern; it lies c250m NW of 
and c70m lower in terms of OD than the post-medieval complex. 

Archaeological 
concern 

Minimal, provided the cable route strictly follows the course of the major 
track and respects exclusion zones around the post-medieval crofting 
complex described in Section 8.8.2. If the cable route changes from this, the 
potential for concern would increase and the new route or any deviations 
from the current intentions should be specifically checked by further 
walkover exercises. Given the density of the woodland and bracken and the 
limited ground visibility, any re-investigation would only be practical against 
a specified new route – it would be virtually impossible to sign off a general 
area without a systematic and resource-intensive sweep, particularly during 
the summer and early autumn when the bracken is at its densest.   
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Intermediate view within Stretch 6, looking back up the track from the ford. From NW, July 2008. 
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Intermediate view within Stretch 6, looking from Structure G (wallbase of possible kitchen garden, under 
ranging rod) across to Stretch 7 and Fasnakyle substation in trees across the river. Structure G continues 
downhill to the big endstone beyond the midpoint of the ranging rod. Field 1 of Stretch 7 is the left of those 
visible, Field 2 containing pylons and grazing sheep to the right. From E, July 2008. 

Stretch 7  NH Alt Content 
Note: as explained earlier, all responsibility for Stretch 7 and the connection into the National Grid 
will be taken by Scottish & Southern Electricity, so the description here is given for information 
only, and not for formal planning consideration. 
Start NGR  32269/29660 83 Public roadside 
Intermediate points None - - 
Finish NGR 3197/ 2997 - Fasnakyle transformer station 

Description 

This portion was not walked due to the final route and connection details not then 
being available and additional information from Lindsay Girvan indicating it would 
be pointless. After crossing the public road, the stretch contains 2 fields (Field 1 on 
the left of the route to the SW and Field 2 on the right to the NE), with the cable 
route likely to enter Field 1 through the gateway shown in the photo below (taken 
from the SE; the caravans and portacabins were the temporary base for a film crew 
working in Glen Affric). Field 1 has been used as a dumping ground for tunnel tip 
from various hydro scheme excavations, covering the field in layers of rock 
fragments and creating its rough ground and visibly bumpy surface. In addition the 
kitchen swill from temporary construction canteens was spread over the field 
during its use as an open piggery, including apparently a huge quantity of animal 
bone from food leftovers. Field 2 is now in pasture but has been used for crops in 
the last 25 years or so, including oats and forage rape, both of which involved 
preparatory ploughing to depths of at least 8”. The result is that both fields can be 
deemed disturbed ground, respectively from rock dumping and swill contamination 
or from more conventional agricultural use. After passing through the fields, the 
cable route may cross the river and terminate within forestry at the substation. 

Archaeological 
concern Nil – disturbed ground 
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View from roadside start of Stretch 7 into Field 1 and then Field 2. Fasnakyle substation partially visible in 
forestry across concealed River Glass. From SE, July 2008. 

8.8.2 Archaeological sites in Stretch 6 of cable route 

A total of nine sites were recorded or discovered in this area, as shown on the map below with 
new reference letters A to J. Sites A-E were first recorded in 2004-5 by the GUARD survey on 
behalf of Scottish Hydro-Electric Transmission Ltd and Scottish Power Transmission Ltd for the 
proposed Beauly to Denny 400kV overhead pylon line, and site J was noted in 2004 by Martin 
Wildgoose in a pre-felling forestry survey for the Kerrow estate. Sites F, G and H are new 
identifications from this assessment. Details of Sites A-E as recorded by GUARD are shown in 
the first table; these are taken from the formal Environmental Statement submitted by the 
developers for formal planning consideration in September 2005, and can be found in Technical 
Annex 26.2: Cultural Heritage and Archaeology Site Gazetteer (SHETL/SPTL 2005, p26.2–15; in 
Volume 5 on CD6 of 9 CDs in full document set). 

Site GUARD ref no. 
and name 

GUARD Site 
Type NGR NH GUARD description (2005) 

A 99; Fasnakyle Possible hut 
platform 3254/2949 

Semi circular turf covered earth and stone bank up to 
0.7m high and 1m wide. It is situated on what 
appears to be a platform cut into the relatively steep 
hillside. The SE side of the bank is formed by the 
area potentially cut into the hillside. Although 
overgrown at the time of survey the front or downhill 
side of the feature may have been built up to form a 
level surface. Overall the feature measures 
approximately 10m NW-SE and 12m NE-SW. 

B 100; Fasnakyle 
Dry stone 
wall and 
cairn 

3253/2945  

The fragmentary remains of a retaining wall are 
visible running NE-SW for 6m. It exists to 0.3 m high 
and 1m wide. 0.5m to the NW is a large dump of 
cairn material, most likely clearance. The feature 
gives the impression of a platform, similar to 099, cut 
into the hillside, which may have subsequently been 
used to dump clearance on a steep slope. 
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C 101; Fasnakyle Building 3259/2941  

Collapsed remains of a rectangular building 16m by 
4m, orientated NE-SW, and situated at the top of a 
steep slope. The walls are fragmented and survive to 
0.4m high and 1m wide. The building appears to have 
had three equally sized compartments. No entrance 
was visible. 

D 102; Fasnakyle Building 3256/2941  

Fragmentary remains of a small rectangular building 
orientated NE-SW and measuring 5.5m by 3.5m. It is 
defined by turf covered stone banks existing to 0.3m 
high and 1m wide. Spreads of stone are visible within 
and around the banks. Two clearance cairns each 
approximately 2m in diameter exist 20m NE. 

E 103; Fasnakyle Possible 
burial cairns 3248/2880 

At least 10 roughly circular cairns, each comprising 
small rounded stones. They survive to maximum 
heights of 0.6-0.8m and are heather covered. One 
may have remnants of possible kerbing on its W side. 

 

 
1] GUARD Beauly-Denny survey discoveries (2004-05) 
Site ref. Type NGR NH Period 2008 description for this report 

A Hut platform 50+m NE 
of track 3254/2949 post-medieval 

Strange feature containing wall outlines 
partially buried by rubble dump, but with 
dug-in backwall - possible 2-phase of 
dug-in walled structure later abandoned 
and used as dump? 

B 
Drystone wall, 
clearance cairn 50+m 
NE of track 

3253/2945  post-medieval 
Wall base, 2 sides of possible rectangle 
for kitchen garden as G below? Cairn is 
v. small stone heap 

C Croft house 1, 50+m 
NE of track  3259/2941  post-medieval 

Major feature, crofthouse, c18x5m, 
NNE-SSW orientation, rectangular plan, 
squared corners, internal divisions. May 
have less substantial shed on N endwall  

D Square stony platform 
50+m NE of track 3256/2941  post-medieval 3m x 3m square outline wall base – 

small hut or a haystack platform? 
E Burial cairns – up to 10? 3248/2880 prehistoric Not visited - c400m off cable route 
2] Corrimony cable route discoveries (2008) 

F Croft house 2, 30m NE 
of track 

32516/29383, 
147m  post-medieval 

Distinct rectangular wall outline up to 3 
courses high, 8.8mx5.1m, walls 0.5m 
wide, internal crosswall, squared 
corners. NE-SW orientation, E side 
partly dug into hillside, big cornerstone 
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as footer for NW corner. Some collapse 
rubble in and outside wall outlines. 

G 
L-shaped wall – kitchen 
garden? 50+m NE of 
track 

32519/29484, 
138m [N 
corner] 

post-medieval 

12.3m from SW tip at big basal endstone 
to N corner, 9m to SE tip. Partially 
encloses darker green grass vegetation 
– possible black midden soil deposit. 

H Croft house 3, 7m SW 
of track 

32462/29391, 
135m  post-medieval 

Distinct rectangular wall outline up to 3 
courses high, 11.0x5.1m, walls 0.8m 
wide with probable internal crosswalls,  
squared corners. NNE-SSW orientation, 
E side slightly dug into hillside, with W 
side forming slight platform out of the 
slope. Some collapse rubble in and 
outside wall outlines. Stone footings for 
minor features onto NW wall. On slight 
rise above track level by up to 1.5m. 

3] Kerrow survey (Martin Wildgoose, 2004) 

J  Possible animal pen 
c200m NE of track 3250/2962 no period 

assigned 
From survey of Kerrow forestry 
plantation. Not visited in this survey. 

Archaeological discussion  
Sites A-D and F-H appear to be a broadly contemporary complex of crofting settlement structures. C, F & H are the 
three focal croft houses, each having distinct thick and well-built wall outlines which survive to at least 1m high amid 
the bracken and tumble; the other structures seem less substantial ancillaries to create and use small cultivation 
patches. Only Site A seems to show any multi-phase characteristics, and the complex appears to be a simultaneous 
occupation with no clear indication of any of the structures being stone-robbed, although the abundant distribution of 
surface stone rubble on the hillside would make robbing unnecessary. The steep slope suggests this was a marginal 
or displaced settlement on poor ground which needed much work to bring into use; none of the ancillary structures 
look appropriate for animal enclosure and no outer enclosure walls were found, suggesting the crofters either had 
limited livestock or had access to fields on the valley floor. However, the current scrub cover may camouflage what 
may once have been small patches of pasture, particularly slightly higher up the hill to the northeast where the slope 
flattens out for a small area and might allow some degree of soil development. The stream 50-100m south would 
have given a domestic water supply for the settlement. 

Despite the impression that this was a marginal location, it is clear that the steep valley side was used in both historic 
and prehistoric periods for settlement and agriculture. Site E, a set of up to 10 burial cairns, suggests a relatively 
long lived prehistoric settlement existed somewhere on the slopes beneath, and Martin Wildgoose’s walkover survey 
in 2004 of the adjacent Kerrow farm forestry plantation to the NE found 7 structural groups, despite the problems of 
site identification within a forest. These included two prehistoric roundhouses, some other probably post-medieval 
house sites and some animal pens, one of which at NH 3250/2962 is close enough to suggest it may belong, 
possibly demonstrating some animal ownership into the subsistence of the main complex. 
Recommendations 
Each of these structures should be avoided by the cable route insertion process, both for its actual course, and by 
any associated plant traffic. Although none have a designated status nor are likely to be particularly significant 
archaeological monuments (apart from E), the others provide a neat apparently complete complex which should be 
preserved. Lindsay Girvan has registered the position and existence of each site through accompanying the 
walkover, and does not see any problem in ensuring they remain unaffected. As a result a 5m exclusion zone around 
each site for all excavation and plant transit should be compatible with the needs of preserving the structures and 
providing access for the cable route construction. 

The margin is particularly relevant for Structure H (Croft house 3) which is only 7m from the track, though on slightly 
raised ground above the track level by up to 1.5m. Lindsay Girvan is particularly aware of this proximity and would 
route the cable on the other (NW) side of the track at this point to increase the ground margin by 2-3m, giving a 
clearance of 9-10m; this would follow an easier course by avoiding the slightly terraced and partly elevated nature of 
the croft platform. If this avoidance policy is formally confirmed by the developers and recognised in the project 
design for planning submission and any subsequent method statement, no further mitigation is required. Each site is 
clearly identifiable and would not extend laterally below ground for any extent, so a watching brief would achieve little 
other than to enforce the exclusion zones with an onsite presence. Structure F (Croft house 2) is the next closest to 
the track at c30m distance, with the others 60-150+m away and clearly off-route; given the steep and rocky terrain 
with clumps of scrub woodland which limits any lateral deviation from the track course, they are sufficiently distant to 
avoid any practical concern. 

Due to the pervading bracken cover on both visits, it was impossible to get photos which fully capture the 
main structures of this complex. This was particularly significant for Structure H (Crofthouse 3) which was 
the most heavily overgrown by fronds to head height, despite its proximity to the track. These photos 
therefore show a sample of these features as discovered and represent identification aids rather than a 
definitive or complete set for the archaeological record.  
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Southwest end of Crofthouse 1 (Structure C) from downhill. From SW, October 2008. 

 
Crofthouse 2 (Structure F) from uphill vantage. Its large NW cornerstone is visible beyond and slightly right 
of the right end of the ranging rod. From SE, October 2008. 
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Crofthouse 2 (Structure F) showing large NW cornerstone. From NE, July 2008. 

 

Structure G (L-shaped wall & possible kitchen garden) from downhill, with endstone in foreground; wall runs 
uphill from this viewpoint and then turns right to the boulder forward of the bracken clump. Structures B, C & 
D lie further uphill in the bracken and trees in the left of the picture, Structure A (rubble dump & underlying 
features) lies uphill in the centre of the picture, mostly hidden by bracken. From NW, July 2008. 
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Rubble dump with possible underlying features (Structure A) from uphill vantage; the basal endstone of L-
shaped wall (Structure G) is just visible further downhill past the bracken in the right of the photo . Fasnakyle 
Power Station (LB-A) is visible in the left top corner and the substation to top right. From SE, October 2008. 

8.8.3 Other cable route issues – overhead cabling 

One issue was unresolved when this assessment was being prepared, and is discussed here to 
cover the range of likely permutations and any consequent implications within the remit of this 
report. This arises at the end of Stretch 6 and into Stretch 7 if overhead cabling rather than 
undergrounding is used. The cost advantages of overhead routing have been discussed within 
the development of the project design, although as this report is being written the preferred option 
is undergrounding. If however overhead cabling returns to favour, it does bring a theoretical visual 
impact for two nearby Listed Buildings: Fasnakyle power station (LB-A, NH3186/2962; 0.41km 
from end of Stretch 6) and Fasnakyle bridge over the River Glass (LB-B, NH32018/29416; 
0.36km); Fasnakyle substation at NH 3197/2997 is not Listed. As LBs, each has a conceptual 
setting which could be visually impacted and therefore recognised for planning purposes.  

The overhead cabling would consist of 2 or 3 cables (depending on the technical issue of the 
current phasing) carried by telegraph poles, and similar in size and character to other domestic 
rural powerlines. While photo-montage software exists for illustrating turbines in the landscape 
and is often used in reports of this format, there is no equivalent to illustrate small powerlines, nor 
an established format or procedure for their treatment. However three pragmatic points can be 
made to suggest that there are no tangible grounds for planning concern: 

 the Strathglass valley has at least seven existing powerlines, comprising both major pylon 
and smaller poled lines, criss-crossing its floor and lower sides in the vicinity of this cable 
route and reflecting Fasnakyle’s function as a major electricity production and distribution 
focus. The addition of a new poled and comparatively inconspicuous powerline would be 
scarcely noticeable against such a backcloth. 

 in relation to the LB-A of Fasnakyle power station and its setting, trees on the valley floor 
generally and particularly within the power station grounds would provide partial 
screening and therefore only intermittent visibility; however a more fundamental setting 
point is that powerlines are almost inevitable components of a power station’s 
accompanying landscape as they are functionally related, just as a railway station 
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requires railway lines and other railwayscape furniture. The national importance behind 
the LB-A designation can not escape this functional relationship. 

 the LB-B of Fasnakyle bridge is in practice a low-lying structure and fully screened within 
a small mixed-species clump of closely planted trees, with no visibility towards this cable 
route so its setting would not be affected.  

As a result of these observations, this report does not regard any overhead cabling of this cable 
route as creating grounds for planning concern for the setting of these LBs. As this conclusion is 
derived from practical observations of the particular circumstances, it is solidly derived, though 
perhaps not clearly demonstrable within this report format; if consultees require a more detailed 
analysis, it would be very helpful if they specified what is required and how it could be illustrated.  

8.8.4 Overall archaeological comment on the cable route 

There are no archaeological issues to cause planning concern for the cable route, apart from the 
post-medieval settlement complex within Stretch 6. This should be treated sensitively by defining 
and implementing exclusion zones of 5m for each component structure within the complex, 
covering any groundbreaking and construction plant transit; as some lie well away from the 
existing hill track and cable route, only the zones around F and H will require specific marking and 
fencing off during the cable excavation, laying and backfilling. However all workers on this stretch 
should be made aware of and shown the full set of features to register each presence directly and 
avoid any inadvertent damage from, for instance, construction plant transit. 

Current indications are that this mitigation would be compatible with the cable insertion process 
without creating operational problems and would be accepted and formally acknowledged in the 
application by the intending developers. Therefore no further mitigation is recommended; however 
if the situation changes (eg another variation of the cable route or an incompatibility emerges) 
then a reconsideration would be needed, with onsite monitoring of construction work around this 
complex being a possible response.  
8.9 Other construction features 
None have been identified to date. Offsite public road modifications to allow turbine transport are 
reported by OSEL and Girvan Enterprise to be minimal with no historic environment implication.  
A full description of this aspect is given elsewhere in the planning documentation.  

8.10 Summary of direct impact assessment and recommended mitigations 
No indications of actually or potentially significant archaeological remains have been identified 
within and immediately around the development area. Therefore no substantive mitigation or 
other concern is registered for: 

 the 5 turbine locations 
 the offsite and onsite access track routes 
 onsite cabling 
 onsite sourcing of stone or other construction material 
 a works compound and 
 the offsite interconnector cable route from the windfarm to Strathglass. 

The only proposed mitigation is a 5m exclusion zone for all construction activity, including plant 
transit, around the various elements of the post-medieval crofting complex within Stretch 6 of the 
cable route (Section 8.8.2). The intending developers are fully aware of the presence, individual 
component locations and character of these features and have verbally accepted this mitigation 
as compatible with their strategy for this part of the construction task. As a result of these 
assurances being given, no further mitigation or monitoring is proposed. 

A provisional recommendation is also made for the derelict and modified farmyard cottage within 
the Corrimony farm complex, in case current assessment that this pinchpoint can be successfully 
negotiated without modification or damage by the turbine transport, a concern is registered that if 
this proves to be wrong when tested in practice, a basic standing building survey should be made 
to record its state before any such change is caused or made. However it is not felt that the 
retention of the cottage is a priority, simply the need to record information about its characteristics 
and architecture before these attributes could be irretrievably lost (Section 8.1.1). 
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9.0 Assessing indirect impacts 
9.1 Relevant criteria 
There are three attributes within this heading to discuss in relation to the setting of statutorily 
protected archaeological and historical sites in the neighbourhood of the proposed development: 

 noise, 
 shadow flicker, and  
 visual impact. 

Visual impact is the only one of these three which is usually acknowledged within planning and 
policy documents, but all three can be regarded as potential types of setting impact. A flurry of 
Governmental activity at the end of October 2008 saw the co-ordinated issue of two policy 
documents which would normally be key references for this discussion. These are: 

 Scottish Historic Environment Policy (consolidated version of previous individual SHEPs, 
issued by Historic Scotland; it was updated in July 2009 though without affecting the 
relevant contents for this discussion), and 

 Scottish Planning Policy 23 Planning and the Historic Environment (issued by Scottish 
Government Directorate for the Built Environment). 

However the final outcome of these investigations for this particular project - that no statutorily 
protected archaeological and historical sites within the relevant distances would be affected - can 
be anticipated at this point in the text, avoiding any need to pursue their contents. 

9.1.1 Noise 

This is given a full analysis elsewhere in the planning documentation covering Environmental 
Health Studies, but as a general non-technical rule, noise effects under normal conditions would 
not extend beyond a circular area with a radius of about 500m from the nearest turbine. Any 
location outside this zone would be beyond any noise impact. No recorded historic environment 
site, whether statutorily protected or not, will receive any noise impact in normal conditions. 

9.1.2 Shadow flicker 

This is also given a full analysis elsewhere in the planning documentation covering Environmental 
Health Studies, but as a non-technical rule, shadow flicker effects under normal conditions could 
be visible in windowed structures within a circular area with a radius of about 10 rotor diameters 
from each turbine. As five turbines each with a 70m blade diameter are proposed for this project, 
this gives a potentially affected zone of 700m outwards from the nearest turbine. No windowed 
historic environment site, whether statutorily protected or not, will receive any shadow flicker 
impacts in normal conditions. 

9.1.3 Visual impact 

This attribute focuses on the result of erecting structures in the landscape, a relevant element for 
on-shore wind farms, which contain large rotating structures in often prominent locations. A 
practical difficulty is that there is no direct guidance from Historic Scotland for the assessment of 
visual impact on archaeological grounds. Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note 45 gives the 
following guidance on the effect of distance on the perception of a windfarm in an open landscape 
(without relating this to tower height, but having earlier referred to turbines of tower height >70m 
and rotor diameters of >80m, which are slightly larger than those proposed for this project): 
General perception of a wind farm in an open landscape 
Distance Perception 
Up to 2 km Likely to be a prominent feature 
2-5 km Relatively prominent 
5-15 km Only prominent in clear visibility – seen as part of the wider landscape 
15-30 km Only seen in very clear visibility – a minor element in the landscape 
Source: PAN 45 (revised 2002): Renewable Energy Technologies, Table 3. 

At this point the customary further discussion on settings issues and the various perspectives on 
how they can be productively assessed is stopped as the end result of the visual investigations 
was a nil return within the relevant distances (as shown in Section 10 below), which means that 
the distance thresholds outlined above are the only significant issues which need to be 
established in this case. 
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10.0 Identifying relevant sites for VI analysis 
10.1 Selection of relevant archaeological and historical sites 
The selection of sites for consideration for indirect impact analysis uses a number of criteria. All 
sites formally designated by HS within the surrounding area were included for initial testing 
against the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) maps provided by OSEL to determine whether the 
topography would provide potential visual impact. The surrounding area is derived from the 5km 
distance threshold in PAN45 (Section 9.1.3 above), but is extended up to 8km to ensure that the 
catchment is responsive to any idiosyncrasies of the local topography and context. In addition the 
sweep for HS Properties in Care (PICs) was extended to 10km. The various databases 
accessible through the RCAHMS on-line portals (Section 5.0) were used as search engines, and 
an approximation of the area covered is shown in the Pastmap extract in Section 6.1.  

This first sift gave a large number of SAMs and LBs with one PIC, as no HGDLs, Conservation 
Areas or WHS are affected within the ZTV and/or present in this part of the Highlands. As the ZTV 
software does not record visibility screening from above-ground features, such as forestry or other 
buildings, a further investigation was made of the actual situation for each remaining site, as 
described in Section 10.3, which reduces the list at a second stage. 

10.2 First sift to remove sites – desk-based 
This is usually a fairly straightforward desk-based process carried out by comparing the lists of 
SAMs, LBs and HGDLs within the relevant distances to the ZTV maps. If a SAM or LB lies outside 
the patches of ZTV, it is eliminated from further analysis. Sites on the margins between ZTV and 
non-ZTV patches are retained within the sample for the next stage. The exclusions from this 
sifting are given below as an unusually long list of over 60 individually checked sites.  

10.2.1 SAMs [2] 

SAM no. Name NGR NH 
4567 Levishie Cottage, fort and earthwork 1050m NE of 409/185 

90081 Corrimony chambered cairn [also PIC] 383/303 
Note: the ZTV situation was also checked for Urquhart Castle (SAM & PIC) in view of its major regional role as a 
famous HVA. This revealed clear ZTV exclusion at a distance of c18.5km. 

10.2.2 LBs [61 before rationalisation of composite entries] 

LB No. Parish details Address Cat 
TOMICH 

8091 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 53 BY TOMICH, GUISACHAN FARM STEADING  B 
8111 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 35 GUISACHAN COTTAGE  B 

8112 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 36 CORRIE LODGE (COMPRISING EAST WING, 
LODGE AND WEST WING)  C(S) 

8114 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 38 4, 5 TOMICH  B 
8116 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 40 8, 9 TOMICH  B 
8090 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 52 BY TOMICH, GUISACHAN FARM HOUSE  C(S) 

8092 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 54 BY TOMICH, GUISACHAN FARM, 2 
COTTAGES TO REAR OF STEADING SQ  C(S) 

8121 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 45 TWEEDMOUTH MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN B 
8123 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 47 14, TOMICH, GATE HOUSE B 
8088 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 50 19, 20, 21, TOMICH  C(S) 

8110 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 34 EAST LODGE TO FORMER GUISACHAN 
HOUSE  B 

8109 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 33 KNOCKFIN BRIDGE OVER RIVER DEABHAG  B 
8115 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 39 6, 7 TOMICH  C(S) 

8122 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 46 ENTRANCE TO GUISACHAN FARM WITH 
GATE PIERS & GATES  C(S) 

8087 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 49 16, 17, 18, TOMICH  C(S) 
8089 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 51 22, 23, 24, TOMICH  C(S) 

8093 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 55 BY TOMICH, GUISACHAN FARM DAIRY 
(COIRE MOR) B 

8113 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 37 1, 2, 3, TOMICH 'ARDASTUR'  C(S) 
8117 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 41 10, 11 TOMICH  C(S) 
8119 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 43 TOMICH 'MEALBANE'  C(S) 

http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8111
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8112
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8114
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8116
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8090
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8092
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8121
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8123
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8088
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8110
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8109
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8115
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8122
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8087
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8089
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8093
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8113
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8117
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8119
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8118 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 42 12, 13 TOMICH  C(S) 

8120 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 44 TOMICH HOTEL, POST OFFICE & FORMER 
STABLES  C(S) 

8124 KILTARLITY & CONVINTH No: 48 15 TOMICH  C(S) 
GLEN URQUHART 
15014 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 22 MILL OF TORE AND MILL COTTAGE (CORN 

MILL, KILN AND BYRE) B 

15002 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 20 KILMARTIN HALL AND GARDEN WALLS  B 

14998 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 16 CORRIMONY BURIAL GROUND (ST 
CURITAN'S CHAPEL) C(S) 

15015 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 23 SHEWGLIE B 
49692 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 36 LOCHLETTER FARM, GARDEN PAVILION B 
15003 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 21 LOCHLETTER BRIDGE OVER RIVER ENRICK  B 
15018 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 24 ST NINIANS EPISCOPAL CHURCH  C(S) 
19486 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 35 LOCH ASHLAICH, SHOOTING BOX & BOTHY C(S) 

FASNAKYLE 
7118 KILMORACK No: 30 FASNAKYLE POWER STATION A 
7119 KILMORACK No: 31 FASNAKYLE BRIDGE OVER RIVER GLASS  B 

INVERMORISTON 
15022 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 30 CHURCH OF SCOTLAND B 
15021 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 29 HOME FARM AND FORMER BARN TO REAR  A 
15024 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 32 OLD BRIDGE OVER RIVER MORISTON  B 
15025 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 33 NEW ROAD BRIDGE OVER RIVER MORISTON B 

15023 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 31 BURIAL GROUND & GATE PIERS (ST 
COLUMBA'S CHURCH, WELL & GRAVEYARD) B 

15017 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 26 INVERMORISTON HOUSE 'BARRACKS' & 
SERVANTS' TUNNEL TO FORMER MANSION  B 

15019 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 27 OLD SMITHY COTTAGE & POTTERY BY OLD 
BRIDGE  C(S) 

15020 URQUHART & GLENMORISTON No: 28 GAZEBO, INVERMORISTON HOUSE  B 
CANNICH 

- All LBs Various - 

10.3 Next sift to remove sites – field assessment 
The next step involved field visits to the recorded location of each site within the ZTV and the 
appropriate distance range to determine whether actual visibility would be possible. This was 
related to an extract from the HS Memorandum of Guidance on Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas that “development outwith the [LB] curtilage should also be regarded as 
affecting the setting where this will, in a rural location, be seen in any principal view either of or 
from the listed building, or affect in any way the main approaches to it” (Section 10.1.0). Although 
the HS MoG is now withdrawn, the ethos of this extract remains useful, particularly as the 
replacement document series is not yet complete and so far lacks a similar objective. 

At an initial level, this sift is a simple yes/no question of whether the Sliabh an Ruighe Dhuibh 
ridge is visible from each site. If direct visibility is interrupted, it means that there would be no 
chance of seeing the entire turbines, but does not exclude the possibility of fractional visibility. 
This was dealt with by a series of site-based judgements, using the distance and extent of the 
screening features as criteria. The following 3 sites were removed from further consideration: 

Name Cat  NGR NH Dist km Comment 
Corrimony Grange 
barn (cruck-framed) LB-A 3770/3043 6.2 Marginal ZTV exclusion confirmed as fully screened by 

mature forestry and surrounding farm buildings  
Corrimony bridge 
over River Enrick LB-B 3777/3031 6.1 Marginal ZTV exclusion confirmed as low position fully 

screened by mature forestry and buildings  

Old Corrimony LB-B 3767/3033 6.2 Marginal ZTV exclusion confirmed as fully screened by 
mature forestry  

In each case the tree screening from the mature forestry is total in the direction of the windfarm, 
with no possibility of even fractional visibility; although not testable in practice, this will apply for 
the upper floors of Old Corrimony as well as the standard ground level situation. These are shown 
in the map extract and photos below; the map also shows the SAM/PIC Corrimony cairn and LB-
C(S) burial ground which both lie outside the ZTV. 

http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8118
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8120
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=8124
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15014
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15002
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=14998
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15015
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=49692
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15003
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15018
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=19486
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=7118
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=7119
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15022
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15021
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15024
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15025
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15023
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15017
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15019
http://hsewsf.sedsh.gov.uk/hslive/portal.hsstart?P_HBNUM=15020
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Corrimony barn from NE at NH 37719/30458. The barn is the tin-roofed building on the left, and the windfarm 
would lie behind the tallest trees on the left of the photo. July 2008. 
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Corrimony bridge from NE at NH 37775/30318, showing dense screening for this sunken position. July 2008. 

 
Old Corrimony and principal approach from NE at NH 37721/3033. The windfarm would lie behind the tallest 
trees on the far left centre of the photo. July 2008. 
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10.4 Final selection of sites for further assessment 
The two sifting exercises produced no following sites in the Zone of Proven Visibility (ZPV), 
enabling the assessment to stop at this point. This is a highly unusual outcome, but can be readily 
explained by a judicious positioning of the proposed windfarm into a topography which has a very 
specific combination of upland plateaux and deeply incised glacial valleys. The plateaux are too 
high level to have ever offered suitable conditions for prehistoric or historic period use, and have 
therefore remained devoid of archaeological sites or development, which has clustered within the 
valleys. The steep valley sides and defined shoulder crests prevent any lines of upward sight 
beyond the crests, enabling this proposed development to remain unseen from the positions of 
any designated sites in the vicinity. 

11.0  Comments on other Corrimony sites 
During the site visit and associated conversations, a number of additional attributes were revealed 
about the existing batch of recorded sites in the Corrimony valley. These do not create any major 
new interpretations, but focus on the currently underemphasised impact on the valley from the 
Victorian sporting estate, both in terms of new developments in the landscape and for some 
changes to earlier sites and monuments. The primary source of much of this information was 
Lindsay Girvan; some of the information was oral tradition accumulated since the family came to 
the farm in 1941, with other insights coming from Lindsay’s collection of locally produced booklets 
of old photos. As these have escaped previous recognition, a summary is given here. 

A brief historical background has been compiled from web searches and other sources, but is 
only assembled to provide context and has no guarantee of accuracy or correct emphasis on the 
relevant components. The primary event is the creation of the Barony of Corrimony in 1509 and 
its award by James IV to a branch of the Grant family after the family had been progressive 
landlords of the royal estates of Urquhart (Bridgeland 2005, pp86-7). The house of Old Corrimony 
was built in 1740 and contains a carved armorial and marriage stone with this date and initialled 
AG and JO for Alexander Grant, the 6th Earl of Corrimony, and Jean Ogilvie his new wife, linking 
these two local land-owning families. Their Corrimony branches both fought on the Jacobite side 
at Culloden, and the estate was later sold to Thomas Ogilvy of the same family c1835. 

11.1 [New] Corrimony House 
The database records for NMRS [NH32NE12] and HER [MHG47413] simply record its depiction 
on OS 1st and 2nd edition maps at NH 3727/2998 (about 590m SW of Old Corrimony) and that the 
architect Alexander Ross was involved; there is no SMR record, and textbooks such as Gifford 
contain nothing. The NMRS Demolition Register, a paper-based record held by RCAHMS and 
listed by Gow (2008, pp188-90) as “the only official attempt to record all Scotland’s lost country 
houses” does not mention New Corrimony; ironically Gow’s book, a catalogue of some of the 
most poignant such losses devotes a specific chapter to the ruin of Guisachan, a few miles away 
in Strathglass, again without mentioning New Corrimony. Current OS maps simply show an 
unidentified but apparently roofed building. 

The result is that the site is known and tersely recorded, but its significance and story has not 
been registered nor assembled into a meaningful insight of its former status. The Dictionary of 
Scottish Architects website (www.scottisharchitects.org.uk/building_full.php?id=216235) gives some 
data for “Corriemony House” with architectural work by Duncan Cameron in 1891 (no details of 
works given) and then three episodes by the Alexander Ross firm “after 1907” and “before 1923”, 
each comprising “additions”. No reference was found to identify the original architect. 

Lindsay’s private collection of booklets contained two captioned photos with a lot of detail evident. 
“New” Corrimony was built in or immediately after 1840, following the estate’s transfer into the 
Ogilvy family, and looks from the undated photos to have evolved into the prestigious style of 
house and designed landscape surround which features on many Victorian estates; one caption 
describes it as “an elegant structure in the Scottish baronial style” (GHG 1995, p26). The other 
photo, apparently showing the main entrance so taken from the NE, shows a gothic-style frontage 
with 3 main storeys and a probable attic level; each of the three visible corners has a minor turret. 
A squared five-storey tower rose within the masonry from ground level beside the entrance with 
an ornamental minaret on its top, from which (according to the caption) Temple Pier on Loch 
Ness was visible, a distance of c10 miles/16km (Mackell 1982, np, photo no.12). A third separate 
undated picture (photo’d by Lindsay from someone else’s original) shows the house without the 
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tower; due to its sepia tones, secondary reproduction and different angle of view, details are 
indistinct, but comparison suggests the tower was a complete secondary insertion from the 
ground upwards rather than a modification of only the upper levels. If so, this would have been a 
major feat of architectural engineering affecting most of the structural fabric of the house, and 
presumably relates to one of the four listed phases of architectural work between 1891-1923.  

The house was comprehensively burnt out in an electrical fire in 1951, lying as a ruined shell 
which was adapted for use as a barn until the site was cleared in about 1981. Both book photos 
are undated, but show a house and landscape which appears well established, suggesting they 
may have been taken in the latter half of the house’s existence (ie post-1900). They each seem to 
show the house in the same state in terms of the sequence of architectural alterations identified 
by DSA; while differences in viewpoint and discernable detail make this a tentative observation, 
the temptation is to regard both photos as dating after the final alterations, ie sometime between 
1923 and the 1951 fire. Neither photo is reproduced here to avoid possible copyright issues but it 
seems likely that the originals, possibly with several others, are retained locally and could be 
assembled into an interesting portfolio for this lost house and estate. 

It is also intriguing that each change of estate ownership in the 19th century was soon followed by 
a major building or rebuilding phase for the main house. The first purchase by Henry Ogilvy in 
1835 saw New Corrimony emerge as a completely new development by 1840, while another 
estate sale in 1888 was followed by the first of the recorded architectural commissions in 1891. It 
would be a revealing societal comment if these links demonstrated how new owners consolidated 
their contemporary status.  

The site today is reached from the NE down a still very evident and 300m long formal tree-lined 
avenue (possibly of imported wellantonias left to grow unchecked since) which forms the 
immediate first part of the windfarm access route from the start of the private track at NH 
37612/30141 (see Section 8.2.1 above). The SW end of the avenue opens onto a modern forestry 
track, heavily consolidated with substantial rubble which curves round to head northwards and 
gently uphill. Immediately outside the curve on its south edge lies a flat grassy area containing an 
apparent terrace platform largely surrounded by a waist high rendered stone wall. The initial 
impression is that the terrace platform contained the house footprint, but this is deceptive as the 
main house position lay under the track curve, with the demolition rubble levelled and slightly 
spread to create the track bed to a sufficiently solid base for heavy forestry use. The full extent of 
the property therefore includes the track in its NW corner and the surviving platform terrace was 
only its SE half, containing a lower - probably single storey plus attic - wing visible in the GHG 
photo and some yard areas.  

The full outline is sub-square in plan, with paced dimensions of c50-60m across. It stands proud 
of the slope on its southeast boundary, with the southern half at a lower level than the rubble 
platform and now partially grassed and used as a cattle feed area, with various concreted and 
stone surfaces partly visible beneath the surface debris. These may in part be original house 
levels, but Lindsay Girvan has excavated a sump to drain the cattle feed area, which has been 
refilled and concreted though maintaining the level, so caution is needed in confidently identifying 
house floor surfaces and wall footings. In the SW corner a small stretch of stone walling still runs 
outwards from the hillside retaining wall amid the nettles and looks like the remains of a coal store 
or similar. A basic breeze-block shed was built in 1950 to contain a diesel electric generator for 
the house shortly before the big fire, and survives as a roofed storage building within the trees just 
outside the SW corner. However it has no architectural significance or stylistic reference.  

The surviving east portion of the platform, built out onto the sloping ground contained a garden 
terrace, and focuses onto a flight of six steps down onto a formal path between two walled lawns 
or flowered gardens sloping down to a mature tree at the edge of an ornamental pond in the 
bottom of the valley c100m SE. The pond outline is clearly identifiable today, with the shore-side 
tree still standing; its dam to the NE was an earth and stone bank which is still clearly visible as a 
curving feature 2m high and 3m wide, now with a central breach for the stream flow and the 
drained pond bed behind as a flat boggy patch. The other garden features are lost with its 
subsequent use as cattle pasture, although it still retains the appearance of a former designed 
landscape park of grassland with isolated trees.   
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General view of house area from opposite valley side, looking across the former pond and the grass slope 
which contained the ornamental garden. The yellowing tree on the right of the picture stands at what was the 
end of the formal path at the pondside; several other visible trees were originally part of the house’s 
immediate surround. The terrace wall and steps can be seen, behind which the house stood, extending into 
the right of the photo behind the yellowing tree and under the built-up track to the partly obscured reddish 
tree. The mound for borrow pit BP2 can be partially seen in the left of the photo. From SE, October 2008. 
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View of garden terrace steps and retaining wall. From SE. July 2008.  

 
View of platform with possible coal store built into retaining wall behind. Borrow pit BP2 is visible as the 
yellow grass covered mound in the distance. From NE, July 2008.  
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Detail of terrace steps, with view onto platform; coal store at foot of trees on left of photo, behind grassed 
mound containing spoil from modern sump excavation. Car is parked beside track within N corner of rubble 
platform covering former house footprint. From SE, July 2008.  

11.2 Mony's Stone 
This unscheduled monument is recorded in the various databases as a standing stone (NMRS 
no. NH33SE5, HER no. MHG2627, SMR no. NH33SE0005) which traditionally marks the burial 
place of Mony, “a son of one of the Kings of Denmark”; its date of erection is unknown. It is noted 
in the Name Book of 1871, which was a crucial source for the 1st edition OS of 1876; NMRS only 
cites its inclusion on the 1904 2nd edition OS 6” map, but it is also shown on the 1st edition 2½” 
map of 1876 in its current position.  

Mony is more of a character from legend and local tradition than a historical figure; the most 
complete account found (Bridgeland 2005, p44) describes him as an early Viking raider, who 
became separated from his ship at Crinan and fled up the Great Glen with his sister and his men. 
They made a stand on Craig Mony in Glen Urquhart, but were defeated. Mony and his sister 
escaped to Corrimony where he was killed; his sister was spared and stayed locally for several 
years. Mony is commemorated today by this stone and a site known as Mony’s Cave, on the 
south bank of the River Enrick just by Corrimony Falls (approx NH 3735/2915); this is apparently 
a well-hidden cave where some Jacobites took refuge after Culloden. However it seems unlikely 
that Mony is commemorated in the place names of Craig Mony and Corrimony, which more 
probably depend on the Gaelic word monaidh for a hill or hill pasture. For Corrimony this is 
prefixed by a derivation of St Curitan, who may have been the first missionary to venture into Glen 
Urquhart sometime between 700-750AD in the later Pictish era, founding a chapel, the alleged 
site of which is now marked by the graveyard, and a now lost holy well. 
Today the stone is incorporated into the eastern side of the formal avenue to New Corrimony and 
is totally dwarfed by the trees. The setting looks very incongruous, with a stream directly behind 
and the avenue track in front. Local tradition as reported by Lindsay Girvan is that its original 
location was somewhere near Mony’s Cave and the waterfall, with removal presumably before 
1876 (or 1871?) to create a trophy feature in the formal avenue. This relocation is more plausible 
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than its current situation, which even allowing for Victorian landscape alterations, is unconvincing. 
It is sad that the original location has been lost beyond an approximate description.  
The stone itself is a substantial irregularly-shaped angular pillar (1.95m high above ground, 0.8m 
wide and 0.35m thick) and looks to be entirely geologically formed in its idiosyncratic shape 
without any sign of human dressing. Lindsay mentioned some reported small “pictish” inscriptions 
subtly hidden near its base, but these were not found during these visits; a 1997 travelogue web 
posting at http://www.darkisle.com/c/corrimony/mony.html mentions 3 pictish symbols on the stone. 
The stone was re-examined with Lindsay during the third site visit in September 2009, when its 
lower portion was fairly clear of vegetation and further detail was identifiable. This is contained 
within a small area of its lower west face close to the northern edge of the stone, and has three 
elements: 

 a neatly inscribed OS benchmark of a horizontal line with underlying arrowhead, 
immediately beneath a small horizontal ledge chipped into a slight natural bulge, 

 a roughly inscribed but unambiguous date of 1871, which is now fairly faint but can be 
clearly felt with fingertips, 

 a group of possibly three faintly inscribed letters, the clearest of which is O (or 0), with the 
others possibly being an H and an L, although these are less definite. 

Lindsay added further information that the stone had toppled by the 1940s, so was re-erected by 
his father at that time, and that he had been told the OS benchmark referred to 520 ft OD, which 
is a close match to its current positional altitude. The newly identified features give some possible 
comments, but their positional grouping on a small portion of an otherwise apparently unmarked 
monolith does not mean that they were all contemporary. The OS benchmark can be assumed to 
date from when the stone was upright, which suggests either the aftermath of its installation into 
the avenue sometime around 1870 or after its re-erection in the 1940s. A third more intriguing 
possibility exists that the benchmark was inscribed when the stone was in its reported original 
pre-avenue position somewhere near Mony’s Cave and the waterfall – in which case some note 
of that position might have been made by OS – but this would rely on OS having surveyed the 
area sometime before 1871 and the dated Name Book entry, and it might be expected that the 
benchmark would have been slighted or obliterated for a new position in the avenue; while this 
idea has not been pursued to conclusion by any OS archival research, it is not proposed here as 
a convincing possibility. The inscribed date of 1871 may well mark its installation into the avenue; 
while this is conjectural, no other event is known from this period which could provide an 
alternative to commemorate. No explanation is apparent for the group of three letters; no other 
markings were found, so the question remains open of whether there are further “pictish” 
inscriptions or this newly identified set has been mistakenly described by previous reports. 
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Mony’s stone in avenue setting looking towards New Corrimony house position. The inscriptions noted in 
September 2009 lie low down on the stone, to the right of the facing edge, but the viewpoint angle is too 
oblique to show them. From NE, July 2008. 

11.3 Other estate features 
Although this survey did not visit several previously known features within the valley which were 
out of range of the development footprint, their presence should be noted within this overview of 
the valley and the estate’s chronology. The settlement complex at the northern outlet of the valley 
contains many further buildings and features which were part of the estate infrastructure. These 
include the LB-C(S) of Corrimony chapel and graveyard, with its graves of the Grant family and 
reputedly the site of St Curitan’s chapel; Corrimony farm steading, now used as tourist 
accommodation; the former grange, now the Girvan family residence; and a complement of other 
lesser estate buildings and cottages nearby. 

As well as the mid-valley bothy complex discussed in Section 6 and the track insertion up to the 
lodge on Loch ma Stac (Section 8.2), there are several more pre-clearance croft sites on the 
eastern side of the river. These were listed by Dagg in 2000, and include a complex of 3 crofts 
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and a 4th building on a terrace at NH 3623/2715 (Feature 8 in her list) and a small building at NH 
3625/2699 (Feature 6), as well as various walled or banked boundaries and animal enclosures. 

An unrecorded set of watermill features can be added from discussion with Lindsay Girvan. 
Before the site visits, it was noted that two high level lochans on the east side of the valley were 
named Loch a’ Mhuillin (= Mill Loch), respectively at NH 381/249 alt 510m and NH 364/230 alt 
530m. The first of these has a nearby minor summit named Carn Loch a’ Mhuillin, suggesting it 
had a local significance at one stage, but lies over the watershed to drain into the next valley 
system to the northeast. However the second drains into the Corrimony valley, and Lindsay stated 
that a lade from close to the loch is still clearly visible down to a former mill site near Lochan 
Marbh (NH 381/285, alt 310m); it follows the contour line for a steady descent of up to 7km. 
Although not precisely located, the mill site is also apparently evident as a ground feature. The 
lade is not shown by OS, although parts of the depicted water courses may relate to it, and it is 
unclear if it has any relationship to the drainage cut identified by Dagg (2000, Feature 9, spot 
located at NH 3645/2610). No further information can be given for this system, and its provenance 
only broadly assigned within a post-medieval origin. However its existence and landscape extent 
show a degree of co-ordinated land management within the valley. Lindsay also commented on 
its possible viability for re-opening as a 21st century source of domestic power, suggesting that it 
is still a clearly identifiable landscape component which could be securely located. 

11.4 Chronological summary of the Corrimony valley 
Today, only one Historic Environment site - ironically probably the most ancient feature of the 
valley - gives Corrimony any archaeological profile as a Highland valley. However the gradual 
assembly of many minor indications, some previously registered and others which have not been 
compiled before, suggests a more complex character. The table below summarises the 
impressions gained during this survey; it may well be highly selective in its components and is 
therefore presented as a précis to set a baseline rather than a full account. 

Period Events Comment 
Prehistory 
from Neolithic 
into Pictish 
periods 
(3000BC-700 
AD) 

Corrimony chambered cairn built in 
Neolithic era, with other possible 
contemporary mounds nearby noted in 
NMRS and HER. Also many recorded 
hut circles and field systems around 
valley mouth and lower valley. 

Lower valley seems well settled and exploited for 
over 4,000 years for agriculture and settlement, 
extending some way into the midvalley and the 
probable limits of viable cultivation for reasons of 
ground conditions and increasing altitude. 

Late Pictish 
period (700AD 
onwards) 

Arrival of St Curitan as a missionary 
and Mony as a fleeing Viking raider. 

Both events, though very much legends about 
individuals, suggest that Glen Urquhart and 
Corrimony were actively settled areas with 
resident communities. 

1509 
Creation of the Corrimony barony as 
one of 3 in the area as royal gifts to the 
local Grant dynasty. 

Suggests that Corrimony was prosperous 
enough to have value as a barony 

1509-1835 

Continued development by the Grant 
family of the estate. Construction of Old 
Corrimony in 1740 and cruck-framed 
barn at unknown date suggest growth in 
agricultural prosperity. Estate sold in 
1835 into related Ogilvy family. 

Nothing is known of any big house before Old 
Corrimony, but as a baronial seat, there would 
almost certainly have been one in the valley. 
Probable feudal crofting estate economy, with 
evidence of subsequent clearances, probably for 
sheep farming in the 1700s, relatively early in the 
overall clearance period. 

1835-1891 

Major change in character of estate to a 
sporting function. Construction of “New” 
Corrimony c1840 within newly created 
prestigious landscape and parkland, 
and opening up of valley with access 
track. Relocation of ancient features as 
trophies for new estate. 1888 estate 
sold to LA Macpherson and then 
passed to Wallace family. 

New ownership regimes radically moved the 
valley from its traditional economy into the 
fashionable Victorian leisure pursuits of hunting 
and fishing on a 10,000 acre estate stocked with 
grouse, deer and trout.  Self-generating 
agricultural revenue diminishing in significance 
and replaced by external revenue as a sporting 
estate. Early OS shows much forestry in lower 
valley by the end of this period. 

1891-1923 
4 phases of architectural commissions 
to New Corrimony, described as 
“additions”. 

No detail known of these alterations, but each 
phase involves named architectural practices so 
implies prosperity. At least one involved the 
tower insertion as a major reworking. 

1923-1951 Land sales in 1941; New Corrimony 
burnt out in 1951 and not rebuilt, 

End of the apparent golden age as a sporting 
estate, and single ownership broken up by sale 
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designed landscape abandoned. of farming units. 

1951-present 
Re-emergence of agriculture in lower 
valley, mid and upper valley largely 
abandoned to intensive forestry 
plantation patches and conservation. 

Agriculture used as base for economic 
diversification into other forms of land use and 
stewardship, with some tourism development 
and this renewable energy proposal. 

This potted history has particular idiosyncrasies to Corrimony, but its general themes and cycles 
will be common to many other Highland valleys. Its assembly helped give a context for this report 
and how the valley and its Historic Environment contents could best be portrayed as a backcloth 
for this potential windfarm development. 

12.0 Photographs, archive and other reporting 
There are no unresolved interpretive issues, nor any further planned lines of investigation. No 
further archaeological role is recommended for this project. Several additional scenery 
photographs of the relevant locations were taken as colour jpegs, but not used once the selection 
of pictures for photomontage enhancement in the associated Archaeological Viewpoint document 
had been made. The remaining photos can be provided on request as a CD-R, though they are 
unlikely to add useful findings for this assessment. The absence of any intrusive investigation at 
this stage of the project means that no formal drawings or finds were made, no samples taken, 
and no contexts assigned. There is therefore no primary archive material from the project. 

Two reports were submitted to Discovery & Excavation in Scotland, respectively summarising the 
Fasnakyle post-medieval crofting complex described in Section 8.8.2 and the history of the 
Corrimony estate and additional site information given in Sections 6 & 11; these appeared in DES 
2008, vol 9 on pages 108-09 and 116-18 respectively, and an expanded version of the latter with 
illustrations and source referencing was passed to NMRS and Highland Council HER/SMR for 
their databases. A further brief report to DES, NMRS and the HC HER/SMR has been submitted 
to cover the additional information from September 2009 about the inscriptions on Mony’s Stone. 
No other significant discoveries, information or analysis resulted from this assessment. 
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